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CAMPUS NOTES
Stephen Hemenway is being recognized by
the Austrian government,”said Dr. John H.
Jacobson, president of Hope College.
“Steve is an outstanding teacher and has
been a great force behind the success of our
Vienna Summer School program for many
years. I am confident that his efforts, along
with the work of Professor Paul Fried
before him, have done much to create a
mutual understanding between Americans
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Dr. Stephen I.

Hemenway, professorof English (center), received the Knight'sCross of
Summer School. Also pictured are

the Republic of Austria for his work with the Vienna

Dr. Clemens Coreth, Austrian Consul General in Chicago,
Fried '46,

the

AUSTRIAN HONOR:
Hemenway, professor of

Dr. Stephen I.

English at Hope,

was presented the Knight’s Cross of the
Republic of Austria during a ceremony on
campus Thursday,Feb. 14.
The Knight’s Cross First Class, Order of
Merit of the Republicof Austria was presented by Dr. Clemens A. Coreth, Austrian
Consul General in Chicago,111., and recognizes Dr. Hemenway for his work with the
college’s Vienna Summer School program.
The Austrian government presents the
award, according to Dr. Coreth, to people

concept of equal rights, equal opportunities and equal protection under the law.

Hope College admits students of any

ally accorded or

of the

Hope faculty since 1972 and academic
directorof the Vienna program since 1976.
“Stephen Hemenway is a man of compassion, he is a man of great knowledge and a
man of great wisdom,” Dr. Coreth said.
“We want to honor him for his dedication to
this program, which has enriched not only
Hope College students but also Austrians.”

educational policies,

“I

crimination in employment.

Cover

am one

of a

Hope College, has somecommon with many of this

down,

in the terrible

Hope.

left to right are: (Front row),

Andy

Outhouse of Union Springs, N.Y., and
Mike Boyle of Benton Harbor, Mich.
(Back row), Kathi Damsteegt ofClymer
N.Y.; James Chan of Muskegon, Mich.;
Samatha Gano of Altamonte Springs,

seemed to be already happening
summer of ’88.”
— Writer! naturalistAlex Shoumatoff,
author of The World is Burning, in
“Environment Versus Development in the
Tropics: The Case of the Chico Mendes
Tragedy.”
as
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•

“In the past century the industrial world

all

to be paid for

ocean pollution,soil

on page three)

“In our time, the church faces the

ongoing task

of proclaiming that in our

9 9

— Where Do We Go from

one

be
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revolution,the formation of an apolitical
third party which transcends

has animals and plants and minerals and air

“Earth Day

Here?”

• •

•

“Essentiallywhat we need

Democrats,but which

is

is

an apolitical

Republicans,

an expression of

is

entitled to have certain basic information

what’s going to happen in the 1990s, and

which
will drive and should drive legislation and
national policiesto rescue us from this
abysmal state of environmentaldisaster
which is facing us.”
— Dr. Samuel Epstein, author of “The
Politics of Cancer" and a professor of preventive medicinewith the University of
Illinois at the Medical Center, Chicago, in
“Losing the War Against Cancer: Who's
Responsible and What to Do About It.”
this is going to be the major engine

• 9
“One

of the

and

all

sorts of elements, and that there’s a

minority of people on the planet who are
plundering people along with nature.”

“And

that if we’re really going to address

ecological issues,

if

we’re really going to

humane, and kind and compassionate way, we must address social
oppression. Because they’re inseparable.”
— Chaia Heller, a teacher of advanced
concepts in feminism and ecology and a
teacher of ecofeminismin woman and community developmentat the Institute for
Social Ecology in Plainfield,Vt., in “Social
Ecology, Ecofeminismand the New

do

it

in a

Ecologies."

•

main challenges for Christian

theology dealing with the earth is to

by

erosion, depletion of aquifers, overdrafting
of ocean resources,deforestationand

and economic justice.The biblical version

Mich.

destructionof wildlife habitatsand scenic

of shalom, the traditions of the Sabbath,

See the story on page five.

beauty.”

Jubilee year, and the visions of the new cre-

TWO

one

“Which leads me into the whole belief
that we need a ’social ecology,’ because
there is no ’nature’ and ’humanity’ who’s
killing ’nature.’What there is, is there’s
one planet that has human beings on it, and

Mich.; David Zomer of Kalamazoo,
Mich.; and Beth Pechta of Hillsdale,

river, lake and

“CAMPUS NOTES"

the U.S. Senate for 18 years, in

Fla.; Brenda Martinez of Holland,

air,

in the world today,

Granberg-Michaelson ’67, directorof the
Sub-Unit on Church and Societyfor the
World Council of Churches in Geneva,
Switzerland, in “The Suffering of the Earth
and the Groaning of the Spirit."

has destroyed or degraded a significant
portion of the capital accumulationon earth

ence. “With events

charging the cost to them,

is

begin to experience major systems break-

summer school, which

a valuable learning experi-

divided.”
— The Rev. Wesley

national efforts are made before this
close the planet will

is

for the integrity of creation can never

and entitled to act on this information. This

a

into the

he believes

many generations yet unborn — and converting their rightful heritage to our use and

drastic steps are taken and concerted inter-

thing in

Pictured with President Jacobson from

people

Hemenway

grandchildren and great-grandchildren and

an overall feelingthat the American citizen

president of

year’s seniors. He, too, is completinghis

of

The city, Austrian culture and the
program’s students all helped draw Dr.

world, the search for justice, for peace, and

who regard the 1990s as the showdown
decade, who are convincedthat unless

century comes to
Dr. John H. Jacobson (first row, center),

growing number

Salzburg, Budapest, Prague and Munich.

itage of future generations— our children,

member of

the five keynote addresses follow.

take weekend excursions to places like

ation all demonstrate such a wholeness.”

Day," former governorof Wisconsinand a

The 12th annual Hope College Critical
Issues Symposium, this year titled
"Lifeboat Earth: Decisions for
Tomorrow” and held on March 6-7,
focused on the environment.Excerpts from

and are free to plan their leisure time and

profoundmoral and ethical
issue. We are not borrowing from the
future, we are simply stealingfrom the heris a

Hope

College.

dents are housed with Austrian families,

(see

“It’s very appropriate that Professor

activities gener-

all legal requirements prohibiting dis-

fourth year at

member

qualityenvironment.”
— Gaylord Nelson, father of “Earth

programs,and athletic and other schooladministered programs. With regard to
employment, the College complieswith

the

has been a

all the rights,

admissionpolicies,scholarship and loan

On

Hemenway

Quote, unquote is an eclectic
sampling of things said at and about

students at Hope College, including the
its

taught in

standing of, or ties with, Austria.
Dr.

German languageand literature,
German. While in Vienna, stu-

courses in

with a lower standard of living and a lower

made available to

administration of

ture and music, taught in English, as well as

who have rendered service to the Austrian
government or who have fostered under-

“This

Notice of Nondiscrimination
Hope College is committed to the

handicapto
privileges,programs and

Dr. Paul G.

Consisting of two consecutive
three-week sessions,the program offers
students a choice of work in art, economics
and business administration,history, litera-

Karen Bos, Secretary

sex, creed or

III. (left), and

program’s founder.

Barbara Schipper, Office Manager
Diana Fowler, Receptionist -Scheduler

race, color, national and ethnic origin,

Hemenway

became director.

demonstrate the unity between eco-justice

of
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(continued from page two)
of the things we realize is

how

little

we

seem to be oppowe discover their
commonalities.”
Dr. Beach’s interest in people went
beyond analyzing theoriesduring his years
to bring together what

understand about other cultures and this

program

is

full of these dichotomies and full of

paradoxes, you know, and we have to leam

sites..

one way to leam more,” he said.

work with the Vienna
program. Dr. Hemenway is faculty advisor
for the EnvironmentalIssues Group. His
current academic emphases are modem
drama, African-Americanliterature and
In addition to his

.then

with the college. “I think over the entire
time students continue to be

my primary

concern,” he notes.
Irish literature.

Dr.

Hemenway

The student-focus has included his

earned his bachelor’s

strong interest in the women's

degree from College of the Holy Cross, a

and the status of

master’s degree from Boston College and

Former

visit-

Not only has Dr. Beach changed in

recently elected president of the Republic of

the past 26 years, but the college’s depart-

Bosnia and Herzegovina in Yugoslavia,
Hope campus on Wednesday,

ment

of psychology has also grown. In
“growth” and “change” are the two
words he uses to describe

visited the

fact,

Feb. 6 to attend a reception in his honor.

Michigan “for nostalgic

in

the era.

reasons” and to develop economic ties with
his republic. Dr. Koljevic

“The departmenthas

was originallyto

the college,but his election compelled him

Back

Dr. Koljevic has seen first-hand and has

Avenue, was home to the three-person
department.Now, nine full-time profes-

changes occurring in Eastern Europe. His
background,however, is not in politics, but

sors, representing all major specialtiesin

psychology, make up the department.

in literature, and his scholarly activities

Psychology shares the Peale Science

the

Center with other sciences,enjoying the

faculty at the University of Sarajevo, editing

magazines,participatingin

well-equippedlab rooms, observation
rooms, and speciallydesigned classrooms
which have become a model for other col-

televi-

sion production, and writing numerous

books and

articles.

Dr. Koljevic’s relationshipwith

leges and universities.

Hope

Dr. Beach reports that two or three

College has spanned more than 20 years.

During 1970-71,he was

at

Hope

major curriculum revisions have occurred

as a

during the past 26 years, as the department

foreign curriculum consultant for the Great

Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA).
During 1986-87,he was at the college as a
visiting professor of comparativeliterature
and a foreign curriculum consultant on
Eastern European studies. With two
members of the Hope faculty he completed
a documentary video, “Yugoslavia:Land of
Contrast,” and he has served as European
liaison with the college’s Yugoslavian
MediterraneanMay Term.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE: Hope
College recently presented Distinguished
Service Awards to Kenneth Noorman, a

has kept abreast of developmentsin the
field.

“The monkey colony has come and
gone,” observes Dr. Beach, recallingthat

monkeys were used
Psychology professor Les Beach, a member

of the

Hope faculty since 1964,

is retiring

Furthermore, a local chapter of Psi Chi,
the national psychologyhonor society,was

Retirement offers

new

founded during his tenure. In addition,
Hope College is “number one among colleges and universitiesto produce first,
second and third place winners in the
National Student ResearchCompetition,”

possibilities

he notes.
National recognition doesn't end with the

Joldersma ’40 of Sarasota, Fla.

just graduated

by Beverly Snyder ’92

been extensively involved

its

Noorman has

work

for

Hope,

also served on several com-

munity boards and commissions,and has
held a variety of positions with his church.
His daughter Jodi

is

a 1988 Hope graduate,

son Jeffrey is a Hope senior,and daughter
Jennifer is a Hope freshman.

Joldersmawas commended especially for
his community service in Westport, Conn.,
where he was active in the Junior
Achievement Program, the Rotary Club, the
Westport Chamber of Commerce and on the
Board of Directors of Goodwill Industries.
He also spearheadedseveral fund drives for
the United Fund.
His involvementwith the college includes
establishingThe Mildred Potter Scholarship
Fund, chairing his 5()th class reunion

com-

mittee last spring and helping coordinate
regional events. His daughter Diane
Portenga

is

a 1967 Hope graduate.

{see "CAMPUS

NOTES" on

page 12)

man-

T T

and you’ll find clues about what

kind of person occupies

it.

They all have books, telephones and
computers. But one office in the Peale
Science Center has a cozy, comfortable
atmospherecreated by a worn chair in one
comer, a goldfish bowl on the windowsill,
and thought-provokingquotes tacked to
every surface. It is the office of Dr. Les
Beach, professor of psychology, who is
retiring at the end of this year after being a
part of the

When

Beach did research

on double standards in mental health based
on gender. Another topic he pursued

Hope

USA

in its January

was

via telephone, on radio stations in several
cities,including Minneapolis, Minn.:

learning,where he found that students can

Seattle,

leam “as well or

better

working among

Wash.; Los Angeles,

Calif.;

Tucson, Ariz.; Washington,D.C.; and

themselves in small groups.”

Detroit.

However, as trends in psychology
changed, he found himself drawn to
humanistic psychology, which led him to
“a shift from grants and research to a more
applied emphasis...as in

29

how

men and women felt about war. The resulting fame led to a series of live interviews,

the effect of small group interactionson

human services

With
close,

Mich.
all

the activity

how

his retirement years? “I have intentionally

not planned what to do,” he says. “For the

my

life, I

myself exactly as

in people and in studying things that

now drawing to a
during

will he handle his time

first time in

and growth psychology.”

He explains,“I am much more interested

Hope faculty since 1964.

Dr. Beach first visited

Today featured Dr. Beach

issue in an article about differencesin

In his early years, Dr.

alk into any professor’s office

chairperson three different

In addition to his

department’s students,however.

agement.

HudsonvilleBusiness Campaign. He
helped start the campaign 10 years ago,
years and continues to act as a volunteer.

from Western Michigan

University with a degree in business

in the college’s annual Grandville/

served as

for student research.

“That represents the great slowdown in
animal psychology.”

at the end of the school year.

Grandville, Mich., businessman,and Alfred

Noorman has

in 1964, Shields Cottage, located

on the comer of 12th Street and College

participatedin the dramatic political

literary

Hope,”

observes Dr. Beach.

to alter his plans.

member of

really established

itself as a leading department at

have spent the spring semester teaching at

have included serving as a

movement
Hope

admits.

ing faculty member Nikola Koljevic,

He was

on the

campus, another example of his shift from
purely academic to more practical concerns. “It’s a kind of 'mellowingout,’” he

his doctorate from the University of Illinois.

NOSTALGIC RETURN:

women

I

will be

want

spending

to.”

Of course, that doesn't imply that he has
no ideas. Dr. Beach speaks of reading,

College he was immediatelytaken by the

intrigueme about people, whether or not

beauty of the campus. But his reason for

can control all the variables involved.”

I

writing,volunteer work and increased

deep. “The people I met really attracted
me,” he emphasizes.
His roots grew deep into the Holland

alizationconflictwith his Christian

involvementin the church. “I don't know
where I'll go with it,” he admits.
He also mentionshuman relationstrain-

beliefs? Dr. Beach says

ing, personalityassessment for persons in

area, and he and his wife. Carla, raised

look at people as healthy and to look at

accepting the position wasn't just skin

their two children here. Lisa (Beach)

graduated from Hope in 1988 and

is

rently attending graduate school, and
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Boes

cur-

Mike

Does

the humanists’ theory of self-actu-

it

doesn’t.

“It is such a positive-sounding view to

people as whole

—

to look at people

who

transition and the possibility of teaching

pan time.
But no matter how he chooses to "spend

have natural tendencies toward growth and

himself." it

goodness as well

will receive the benefit.

as evil.” he says. "Life

is

cenain that those around him

THREE

EVENTS
ACADEMIC CALENDAR

1991

Spring Semester
April 26, Friday —

May
May

4. Saturday
5,

May Day; classes dismissedat
— Alumni Day

Sunday — Baccalaureateand

12:30 p.m.

Commencement

May Term
May

Monday — Registration and payment of fees from
Maas Auditorium
May 6, Monday — Classes begin at 1 p.m.
May 24, Friday — May Term ends
June Term
May 28, Tuesday — Registration and payment of fees from
8:30-10 a.m. in Maas Auditorium
May 28. Tuesday — Classes begin at 1 p.m.
June 14, Friday — June Term ends
Summer Session
June 17, Monday — Registration and payment of fees from
8:30-10 a.m. in Maas Auditorium
June 17, Monday — Classes begin
July 4, Thursday — Classes not in session
July 26, Friday — Summer Session ends
6,

8:30-1 1 a.m. in

THE ARTS
Munda International Choir of Lilanda, Lusaka,
Zambia — Monday, April 15: Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
8

Summer programs

for children in basketball— and football, running and swimming

—

will help keep the college

busy

.

p.m.

Wind Ensemble Concert — Tuesday, April

trumpet, Huw Lewis, organ, Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
8 p.m.
Junior Recital— Friday, April 19: Juliet Hasley, pianist,

Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Great Performance Series — Saturday, April 20: Empire
Brass with pianist Douglas Major, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets Cost $9 for senior citizens, $10 for
other adults and $5 for students,and information concerning
sale dates may be obtained by calling (616) 394-6996.
Orchestra Concert — Tuesday, April 23: featuring student
winners of the Concerto/AriaCompetition, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Student Recital— Thursday,April 25: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7 p.m.
Studio Opera — Friday-Saturday, April 26-27: scenes
from various operas, Wichers Auditorium,8 p.m.
Artist Piano Series — Sunday, April 28: Christopher
Taylor, guest pianist, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 4 p.m.
Tickets cost $3 for senior citizens, $4 for other adults and
are free for students with a Hope identification, and may be
obtained through the departmentof music at (616)
394-7650.
Senior Recital — Sunday, April 28: Caroline ter Veen,
trumpet, Wichers Auditorium,8 p.m.

THEATRE
Mother Hicks

by Suzan L. Zeder, April 12, 13, 19, 20:
DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
This award-winning drama is the evocative story of three
outsiders: a foundling girl, an eccentric recluse and a deaf
boy, eloquent in the languageof his silence. The tale, told
with poetry and sign language, chronicles the journeys of
these three to find themselves, and each other, in the troubled times of the Great Depression.
Tickets for Mother Hicks cost $5 for adults,$4 for senior

may be reserved by calling the
(616) 394-7890. The peiformances

citizens and students, and

theatre ticket office at
are at 8 p.m.

SUMMER REPERTORY THEATRE
Season opens Friday, June 21
Curtain time 8 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
DeWitt Center main theatre
Oliver! by Lionel Bart
The Boys Next Door by Tom Griffen

The Human Comedy

by Galt MacDermot and William
Dumaresq, based on the story by William Saroyan
A Man for All Seasons by Robert Bolt
Brilliant Traces (pending release) by Cindy Lou Johnson
(Snow Auditorium)
Informationconcerning tickets, season dates and additional summer plays may be obtainedby calling (616)
394-7600 before May 29 (the date tickets go on sale), or
at (616)

FOUR

394-7890 after May

29.

ALUMNI

16: with

Charles Aschbrenner,featuring Gershwin’sRhapsody in
Blue, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Recital— Thursday,April 18: Robert Thompson,

WEEKEND

ALUMNI AND FRIENDS

Friday, May 3
Reunion classes (1926, 1931, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951,
1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976) will hold evening activities.
Saturday, May 4
9:30 a.m.-noon Reunion registration — Van Zoeren
entryway
:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Reunion luncheons begin
4 p.m. 50-Year Circle ceremony — Maas auditorium
5:30 p.m. Photo of all 50-Year Circle members (class of
94 1 and earlier)— Phelps Hall lawn
6 p.m. Alumni Dinner featuring the presentation of the
Distinguished Alumni Awards — Phelps Hall dining room.
A reception honoring the award recipientswill follow in
the Maas auditorium
Sunday, May 5
9 a.m. Alumni Worship Service — Dimnent Chapel
Service ; the Rev. William Hillegonds'49, preacher
10 a.m. Reception — Graves Hall lawn
10:50 a.m. Parade of Graduates
1 a.m. Baccalaureate
Service (admissionby ticket only)
1 a.m. Alumni Brunch — Kletz, DeWitt Center
3 p.m. Commencement — Holland Municipal Stadium
(HollandCivic Center in case of rain)
For additional information, please call the Office of
Public Relations at (616) 394-7860.
1

1

1

1

1

ADMISSIONS
Pre-ProfessionalDay

— May

10

Activitiesfor high school juniors interestedin
medical doctors, engineersor lawyers

Explorientation’91 — June 23-29
A "mini-college”experiencefor students who

Regional Events
Sunday, April 14 — Greater Detroit,Mich.: Sunday Brunch
at Addison Oaks in Leonard.
Tuesday, April 16 — Menomonee Falls, Wis.: Annual dinner.
Monday, April 22 — Washington,D.C.: Washington
Semester Students Receptionin the Rayburn House Office
Building on Capitol Hill.
Elderhostel —

Edward A. and Elizabeth Hoffna Adjunct Professor of
Biology and editor of Birder's World magazine;
* “Whose Problem? Radioactive Waste Isolation,”with Dr.
Donald H. Williams, professor of chemistry;
* “Carrying Forth the Dutch Tradition,” a mini day-festival
that examines the authenticityof the Dutch tradition represented in Holland’s Tulip Time Festival.

Hope

College Golf Outing — ^Wednesday,July 17
Holland (Mich.) Country Club. Shotgun starts at 9 a.m. and
1 p.m.

Tribute to Gordon Brewer ’48- Saturday, April 27
The new running track at the Ekdal J. Buys Athletic Complex
will be named in honor of long-time coach Gordon Brewer
'48. A luncheon will preceed the ceremony.
For more information, contact the Office of Public Relations
at (616) 394-7860.

becoming

VILLAGE SQUARE
Wednesday, June 26

will

be

Hobbyists, craftspersons and artists: the auction

juniors and seniors in high school in the fall of ’91.
For further information about any Admissions Office event,
please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of Admissions,

making

Hope

at (616)

College, Holland, Mich. 49423.

DE FREE

May 19-25

Sessions include:
* “Birds and Bird Watching,”with Dr. Eldon D. Greij,

GALLERY

Senior Art Show — through May 5
The work of graduating seniors.
Gallery hours: Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m to 10
p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.;
Sunday 1 to 10 p.m.

commit-

Square ’91 is solicitingitems to be made
the June 26 auction. If you are interestedin

tee for Village

available at
a donation, contact

Mary Lammers

’60

Kempker

394—7860 or write “Village Square Auction; c/o
Mary Kempker; Office of Public Relations; Hope College;
Holland, Mich. 49423.”

SUMMER

SPORTS

CAMPS

Boys Basketball School — July 8-19
Girls Basketball Camps:
Sixth-Eighthgrades — June 17-20
Ninth-1 2th grades — June 24-28
Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
Girls Basketball Team Scrimmage — June 24-27
Extensively renovated this summer, the Knickerbocker
Football Passing Camp — July 28-31
Theatre features a variety of art, foreign and classic films, and Swimming Program — June 10-20; June 24-July 5
a number of live events. The Knickerbockeris open Monday
T.U.F.F. Distance Running Camp — July 29-Aug. 3
through Saturday.
Boys J.V. BasketballTeam Camp — July 8-1 1
Admission to the theatre' s films costs $4 for adults and $3 for For more information, please call (616) 394-7690. Ask
senior citizens and Hope College students. For more inforfor Joyce McPherson.
mation on programs and films at the Knickerbocker,call
(616) 392-8167.
SPORTS

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE

SCHEDULE

INSTANT INFORMATION
Hope Sports Hotline —

(616) 394—7888
Activities Information — (616) 394—7863

For a copy of the spring 1991

Hope College athletic

schedules, write to: Office of Public Relations; Hope
College; Holland,Mich. 49423.
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One “senior” won’t be leaving
j^or most

of the class of 1991, the past four years

have been

a brief period of transience— a

puddle
jump in their life’s journey from childhood to adulthood.
That the experience is relativelyshort, a mere six
percent of the biblicalthree- score-and-10,is in no way
a reflectionof its value. Hope has provideda time to
leam and test old and new ideas; to develop an understanding of self and faith; to prepare for the directions the
years beyond Hope will lead.
Neither, for all
place

—

its

brevity, will the experience — or the

be forgotten. Like 16,000 other alumni, the grad-

uates of 1991 will remember Hope, and will be
rememberedby Hope, for many years to come. Witness,
for

example, the class of 1926, currently planningto

return in

May

graduation

“For example, 10 years ago who had a personal computer? Some did butvery few,” Dr. Jacobson said. “Now
I suppose that 90 percent of our faculty make frequent
use of personal computers,and probably 90 percent of

by Greg Olgers ’87

X1

after

for its 65th reunion.

Inevitably though, and despite the fondness, for most

our students do, too.”

“As we look

to the future we

thinking about renewal

have

— renewal of

to be constantly

the college, renewal

of the people at the college and renewal of our institutional programs.”

The President’s emphasis on working through a vision
Hope of tomorrow and his ability to guide the
planning have both been strengths of his presidency,
accordingto Provost Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis.
“I felt that he provided very good leadership there, and
his leadership skills and ability to analyze and synthesize
a great diversity of ideas helped to make that a particularly meaningful process,” Dr. Nyenhuis said. “And I think
that underscoresthe importanceof the President having a
longer vision for the college and being able to keep our
eye on the college’s long-term future.”
Among the priorities eventually identifiedthrough his
Hope in the Future strategicplanningprocess were creating a more extensive link between faith and scholarship,
assistingand attractingcapable teacher-scholars through
institutionalsupport and compensation,and enhancing
the college’s financial aid program to keep a Hope education accessible to students from a variety of economic
backgrounds. Other goals for Dr. Jacobson include
for the

Dr. Jacobson awards his first diploma at a

Commencement

to

GwendolynAbney

'88

Hope

Cuningham.

strengthening the college’s Christian character, strength-

He considers interactions with students a valued part of

ening and expanding ties with the Reformed Church in

his

Hope

America, improving minority representation and main-

Dr. Jacobson during a

Hope

in the

Future meeting. The

conclusions reached by the planning he initiated will
have an impact for years to come.

1991 the institutionwill never again
possess the immediacy it has retained for the past
40-something months.
For one member of the class, however, the immediacy
will not diminish. For President John H. Jacobson,who
of the class of

like the other seniors started his first year at

College in the fall of 1987, the immediacy

Hope

is

just

my

father died, and the expressions of

taining the college’s currently strong physical facilities

at the time that

while making additions where needed.

sympathy and Christian concern that

The recommendations of Hope in the Future reflect a
consensus of presidentialand constituency opinion on
priorities for the Hope College of tomorrow. The process
itself,however, is very much a reflectionof the leadership approach of the Dr. Jacobson of today.
“I think it’s very importantto involve people in significant developments,”he said. “I don’t think you get real
institutionalrenewal unless there’s a lot of involvement.”
“You cannot just have somebody come in and
announce that the college is now going to do this, that or
the other because the college really is people whose
understanding, support and enthusiasm is just as important as the substance of any plan that you have.”
Dr. Jacobson cites the strategicplanningprocess,
which spanned most of 1989 and a portion of 1990, as a
highlight of his presidency, both because of the commitment and enthusiasm of those involved and the

time,” he said.

possibilitiesoffered by

Hope

rable

memo-

moments.

received at that

“In addition, several conversations I’ve had with students really stand out in
special

—

my mind

as being

particularlythe sense I’ve had from these con-

versations of the kind of people they are and the kind of
contribution that they’re going to make, not only through
their ability but also

through their values and character.”
I have been moved by the

“In a more general sense

response of the Hope College

community to tragedies,”
Exum (a student on

he said. “I think of the death of Erik
the football team

who

had an acute asthma attack and

died in the fall of 1987). The response to that on the part
of the college

community and

particularlyhis friends was

such a genuine expression of grief, and yet in a

way

through sorrow the community was strengthened, and
people though sorrowing developed and grew as
persons.”

As

in the Future's conclusions.

But he notes that there have also been some other

I

is

doubtless the case with the other

class of 1991, Dr. Jacobson’sfocus
future

—

is

members of

the

on the

albeit in his case an institutional rather than per-

begin-

ning.

With his first four years nearly behind him, Dr.
Jacobson notes that the impressions of Hope he carried
into his first day as president have not only remained,but
have been reinforced.
“Dominant in my own summary of my experienceat
Hope College is that I've discoveredthat Hope is even
better than I thought it was when I came — and 1 thought
it was very good indeed,” he said.
The President was, and continues to be, impressed
with the character of the college community — its welcoming, humane nature; the college’s integrationof
faith and learning: the commitment and skill of the

“I really believe that

Hope

is

already one of America’s

outstanding liberal arts colleges and that the recognition
of that fact will become much more widespread in the coming
years. ..But every program and every organization,
no matter how strong, has to be continually renewed because
we live in a changing world...”
—

faculty;the curriculum; and the dedication of the

President John H. Jacobson

alumni body.
Despite — or perhaps in light — of such strengths.Dr.
Jacobson almost immediately mobilizedthe college and
its constituencies for a thorough examination of the
college and direction for the 1990s and beyond.
"I really believe that Hope is already one of America’s
outstanding liberal arts colleges and that the recognition
of that fact will become much more widespread in the
coming years,” he said. "But every program and every
organization, no matter

how

strong, has to be continually

renewed because we live in a changing world — new
people come, old people retire; new developments occur
in various disciplines;new kinds of equipment become
absolutely necessary.”
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Some might be expected, such as the renovation of
VanderWerfand Van Zoeren Halls and the creation of
Van Andel Plaza; the completion of the Van Wylen
Library and the Admissions House; academic honors
received by students, such as Craig Stapert’s Mellon

Fellowshipor Heidi Hudson’s Marshall Scholarship; and
the Women’s Basketball Team’s 1990 NCAA Division
111 National Championship. Others are a bit less obvious,
and more personal.
“One experience that stands out for me is the very generous and kind response of the people of this community

much rooted at Hope. With the
imminent graduation of "his” class, however, there is
also room for a bit of introspection.
“I think that this opportunity has been a thrilling one
for me and continues to be," Dr. Jacobson said.
“I can’t imagine anythingthat would be more interesting, more challenging or more fulfilling,” he said.
sonal future,one very

“Fulfillingin the sense of enabling
that 1

have

in a

way

that tests and

me

to use the abilities

develops those

abili-

ties, and also fulfilling in the sense that I believe that it is
part of the

work of building

the

kingdom of God.”

FIVE

Strong performances earn individual and team recognition
(continued from page 16)
senior Stephen Smant of Spring Lake,
Mich., and Von Ins.
Dahl earned honorable mention AllAmerica honors in two events, finishing
ninth in the 100-yardbackstroke (:53.26)
and 13th in the 200-yard backstroke
(1:58.20).

player to achieve All-America distinction.
The others were Paul Benes (1958), Chip
Henry (1984) and Dan Gustad (1985).
Elliott averaged20.1 points per game this
season and finished his career as Hope’s
fourth all-time leading scorer with

1

,648

points. He became Hope’s career leader in

throw shooting accuracy (87 percent),
games played (103).
The Flying Dutchmen are also a team of
the future. Elliott and Todd Holstege of
Zeeland, Mich., were the only seniors on the
free

Bannink was an honorablemention
All-American in the 500-yard freestyleas
he finished tenth (4:39.45).

The 200-yard medley relay finished 2th
mention All-American
1

to earn honorable

recognition as the team of Dahl, Bollone,

assists (369) and

talent-ladened squad.

Among

the

many

standouts was junior

center Wade Gugino of Midland, Mich., the

Smant and Von Ins was timed in 1:37.99.
The Flying Dutchmen during the course
of the season set Hope records in 3 events.
They also broke nine MIAA records at the
league championship meet.
The team voted Hescott its most valuable
member, while MIAA coaches presented
the honor to Bannink. Kevin Burke, a
senior from Rochester, Mich., was honored
as the most inspirationalmember of the

coach Van
Wieren. The 6-9 Gugino was voted to the
All-MIAA first team for a second year and
elected to the Great Lakes all-district
second team.
Junior Colly Carlson of Jenison, Mich.,
who was elected to the All-MIAA second
team, was voted the team’s most inspirational player. Sophomore Doug Mesecar of

team.

Caledonia, Mich.,

Voted to the All-MIAA team were
Bannink,Bollone, Dahl, Genson, freshman
Aaron Goryl of Muskegon, Mich., Hescott,
Sotok and Von Ins.

starting lineup for an injured teammate early

1

Flying

Dutchmen Capture

Record 25th MIAA Title
The Flying Dutchmen men’s basketball
team continued a tradition of excellence as
they won a record 25th

MIAA

champi-

onship, posted a school record 24 wins and
earned a berth in the

NCAA

Division III

third of three brothers to play for

of the nation’s best small college basketball

programs.
The Flying Dutchmen are indeed the best
wintertime show in Holland, Michigan,
playing before sellout crowds in the Holland
Civic Center. The 1991-92 season should

time in six years after finishingninth at this
year’s national championship meet.

with a school record time

The Flying Dutch earned All-America
honors in five events and received honorable mention
All-America

The 400-yard freestylerelay team of
Bannink,freshman Jennifer Noorman of
Grandville, Mich., Gano and DeWitt won

Flying Dutch

included a 20-game winning streak, second
longest in school history.

The Flying Dutchmen won four tournaments during the course of the season,
including holiday tournamentsbefore enthusiastic alumni supporters in Ohio and New
Jersey. They posted victoriesover three
nationallyranked teams during the season

Continue

Tradition of Excellence
The Flying Dutch finished among the
nation’s top 10

NCAA

swimming and

diving teams for the fifth

Division

III

women’s

and entered the playoffs rated third in the

recognition in

nation.

four others.

Two

The meet
marked the

over
arch-rival Calvin, 94—89 in overtimein
Grand Rapids and a season-ending79-59
triumph in the Civic Center.
It also meant that for the second year
in-a-row it was Hope versus Calvin early in
the NCAA playoffs. It’s been said that
beating an opponent a third time in a season
is particularlydifficult. That was exactly
of those victorieswere

conclusion of
the careers of

two outstanding seniors

—

Lori Gano of
Albion, Mich,

the case as the Knights pulled the upset in

an overtime thriller,89-84.

Gano earned All-America honors by finishing sixth in the 100-yard backstroke with
a Hope record time of :00.09. She also
won the consolation heat of the 200-yard

valuable player as both

a

junior and senior,

was also voted a third team
All-American for a second time by the
Elliott

National Association of Basketball

Coaches. He was also voted a second team
All-American by the national publication
Basketball Times.
It marked the first time in the history of
Hope’s successful basketball program that a
player has been voted an All-American two
consecutive years. Elliott is the fourth Hope

SIX

out to be Adrian’s only
the year.

As

it

MIAA

defeat of

did a year ago, the hopes for a

playoff opportunity came down to a

season-endinggame with

rival Calvin.

This time the Lady Knights prevailed 73-60

(7.2 rpg).

Another senior who made a major contribution to the team was center Kristen

ries extending back to the 1983 season.

The team voted Hoving

member of

most valuable
coaches

the

the squad, while

MIAA

Gano was voted

to the

All-MIAA team
was

to earn a berth in the
It

Roeters of Grand Rapids, Mich. Told after
her sophomore season that she shouldn't

Flying Dutch Record Eighth

play basketball again because of knee prob-

Straight Winning Campaign
This was a season for putting things in

lems, as

perspective for Hope College

women’s bas-

1

backstroke in 2:13.07 to finish ninth overall.
Freshman Sarah DeWitt of Holland,

over nationallyranked Adrian. It turned

Bannink, Bongers, DeWitt, Hansen, a
sophomore from Battle Creek, Mich., and
Hoving.

8-0 dual meet record and finished
runner-up in the MIAA. The team has gone
undefeated in league dual meets seven years
in-a-row,a string of 43 consecutive victo-

Bannink of

school-record eight times, and their 92.4

exciting come-from-behind 92-90 victory

joined on the all-conference team by

Nationals concluded an outstanding
season for the Flying Dutch, who posted an

selected DeWitt. Gano was voted the

received the distinctionsix times.

Their position was strengthened with an

for a fourth consecutive season. She

the consolation heat to finish ninth overall
in 3:37.19.

team’s most inspirationalmember.

Mich. Gano
earned
All-America or honorable mention
All-America honors seven times during her
career while Bannink,also an outstanding
runner in the cross country program,

All-American guard Eric Elliott of
Hudsonville, Mich. The MIAA’s most

:40.03).

Flying Dutch were a playoff contender.

tournament.
was hardly a season of disappointment,
however. Under second-yearcoach Sue
Wise, the Flying Dutch won nine of 10
games before near-capacity home crowds.
The team was led by senior playmaking
guard Lissa Nienhuisof Holland, Mich.,
who was voted to the All-MIAA first.team.
She finished her career as the Hope and
MIAA career leader in free throw shooting,
making 90 percent of her attempts.
Senior forward Robin Schout of Zeeland,
Mich., earned All-MIAA second team
honors. Even though she missed the first
month of the season recovering from knee
surgery, Schout finished as the team’s
leading scorer (13.7 ppg) and rebounder

Holland,

Sarah DeWitt

(1

and Jilanne

Each Hope-Calvin game was played
before a sellout crowd and a regional television audience.Calvin leads the storied
rivalry 62-60.
The trademarkof this year’s Flying
Dutchmen was an explosive offense. The
team scored more than 100 points a
points per game average was a Hope record.
The team was led by senior

Senior Lissa Nienhuis of Holland, Mich., was voted to the All-MIAA first team in
women's basketball, and finished her career as the Hope and MIAA career leader in
free-throw shooting.

The Flying Dutch also had two
All-American relay teams. The 800-yard
freestylerelay team of junior Kristy
Achterhofof Fairfax,Va., Hoving, DeWitt
and Bannink finished fifth (7:51.85),while
the 200-yard freestylerelay team of Gano,
Hoving, sophomore Amy Bongers of
Kalamazoo, Mich., and DeWitt was sixth

be no different.

Coach Glenn Van Wieren’s Flying
Dutchmen went through the league season
national ranking with a 24-1 record which

stepped into the

in the season, was honored as the most
improved player.
While the end of the season was a disappointment, it couldn’t overshadow the fact
that coach Van Wieren has put together one

playoffs for a fifth consecutive year.

undefeated (12-0) and attained a lofty

who

ketballfans.
A year ago the Flying Dutch won the

NCAA

Division III national championship
what was dubbed "The Miracle on Eighth

Mich., was an All-American in the

in

200-yard freestylewith a seventh place
finish (1:56.20). She was also was 10th in
the 100-yard freestyle(:53.61).
Freshman Dawn Hoving of Oak Brook,
111., set a Hope record in earning
All-American honors with an eighth place
finish in the 200-yard butterfly(2:09.55).
She was also 10th in the 100-yard butterfly
(:58.93),again a Hope record.

Street.”
This year the Flying Dutch recorded a
school-record eighth consecutive winning
season, finished with an overall 15-9 record
and finished third in the

MIAA

standings.

But the Flying Dutch just missed out on
an opportunity to compete in the Division
III

playoffs.

With two weeks

left in the season the

a

junior Roeters served as team

trainer for the national champions.

Thanks

amazing recovery, she was given permission to play her senior year. The 5-1 1
Roeters averaged 12.0 points and 6.2
rebounds per game while shooting a
team-leading58 percent.
Junior Missy Hargreaves of Glen Lake,
Mich., was honored as the most improved
player,while junior Julie Shensky of
Dearborn, Mich., was the recipient of a new
award based on service to the women’s basketball program. Senior Deb Hoffman of
Lincoln, Neb., was voted the recipient of the
Barbara Ellen Geeting Memorial Award for
to an

maximum

overall contributionto the team.
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Children hold a special place in

Van

Wieren’sheart. He's most fond of the elementary curriculum and methods class he
teaches for teacher certification at Hope.
(His Ed.D. from Brigham Young
University is in elementary physical education.) He's directed numerous summer
basketballcamps for young boys for several
years. He’s a strong believer in the phrase,
“values are caught, not taught.” But unfortunately,Van Wieren bemoans, values in
competitive sport are being distortedeven
at an early age.

“Many

parents put a tremendous amount

of pressure on kids in terms of

winning and

losing when they should be endorsing and
supporting a perspective of the journey, of
the experience. But it's not so

journey anymore.
It’s
its

I

much

mean, what

is

the

sport?

a part of life, it’s not all of life. It has

place. At the collegiatelevel.

I tell

my

guys to get better, play hard, and just have
fun.”
Just have fun. Isn’t that fresh in a

country where collegiatesport is equated
with big-time business. Especially at
Division I and II schools. That’s why Van
Wieren very happily lauds Division III athletics as a model for what is right in
scholarship and athletics.

“The perspective of Division III schools
really what the NCAA designed it to be.
There is something happening at this level
is

that is not indignant,not obnoxious, and not

Coach emphasizes relationships
always exerted

by Eva Dean Folkert ’83

in a pattern of three’s, sort

of like this: “C’mon, c’mon, c’mon. Deny,
deny, deny. Be there, be there, be there.

TP

he telltale signs of what

M.

Good, good, good.” Momentarily, he’ll
stop, put his hands on his knees like a third

is

important to Glenn Van Wieren ’64

base coach, and plead for his players to run

work harder. The stationaryposi-

abundantly adorn his smallish office in the

faster,

Dow

tion is only temporary, naturally. He’s

Center on the Hope College campus.

They

are not meticulously displayed nor are

they arranged in any particular order.

Many are curling at the edges, some have
yellowed with age, and few have frames. It
is impossible to stand in Van Wieren’s
office and, from any vantage point, not see
at least five pictures of his family or

former

players.

Nothing is more meaningfulin Van
Wieren’slife than the people he lives with
and the players he coaches.Not basketball.
Not teaching. It may sound hokey and it
may sound corny, but Van Wieren is a relationship person, a person’s person, a

man

who tries hard to follow the golden rule.
Those photographs that flood his office
merely remind him daily of the people he
loves and influences.

would be hard to know this about
Glenn Van Wieren, Hope’s head basketball
It

coach and professor of physical education,
if all

game

you’ve ever seen him do

is

coach a

The

at the Holland Civic Center.

slender man with slightly graying temples

who

sits in his office in a tailored olive

green suit and bone-rim glasses

— looking

every inch a certified public accountant
is

not the same man

who

—

feverishly

encourageshis fastbreak offense on the
basketball court.
There, Van Wieren

is

a

mass

of kinetic,

back pacing the baseline in a matter of
moments.
“Glenn is extremelycompetitive,” says
Matt Neil '82, a former Hope basketball
standout under Van Wieren and now
Hope’s jayvee coach. “That’s a big part of
the success of Hope basketball. His desire
permeatesthrough his players. He’s a
great motivator with a clear focus. Just
look at him," he says pointing at the ani-

mated head coach during a practice.
“Everythinghe’s doing is directed toward
making these guys play to their potential.”
“Glenn has always been intense,”confirms Tom Davelaar, Van Wieren’s
assistant coach for 10 years. “It’s just his
nature. And that’s good. It’s something we
can all feed off. But Glenn is also a very
concerned, compassionateperson and that
balances out his intensity.”

Van Wieren, quite aware of
ate spirit,adds,

meant to

affect

my empathy
meant to get in the way
what I, stand for.”

his passion-

for them. It is

never
of

of what a coach,

Of course, all of this could be why Van
Wieren has been able to lead the Flying
Dutchmen to a 248-90 record in his 14
years as head coach. Those years also
include eight MIAA championshipsand

positiveenergy. His demeanor borders on

nine

the edge of hyperactivity. He’s intense,

His success rates are extremelyimpressive,

he’s businesslike,he’s a non-stopbody of

and let’s be realistic, nothing has built

NCAA

hand-clapping, back-slapping, and

momentum

foot-stomping.Rarely does he

for

sit

or stop

moving.. .period.

commands almost

III

playoff berths.

better and more emphatically
Van Wieren than winning. But woven

in with those

In practice,he urges his players to per-

fection with a myriad of

Division

many

thrills of victory are the

memories of agonizing defeats.
Van Wieren has seen both ends
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Hope’s basketball history
(24-2 this year) and the worst team (5-17
in 1978-79).
“It is good for me to have experienced
that,” says Van Wieren. “I’ve found that
there is more pressure on when you win
than when you lose. But whether you’re
winning or losing,you’re still looking at the
perspective of why you’re here and what
you’re trying to do. At a place like Hope
you have more time and patience for that to

With his

happen...

remember where
you’ve come from, where you are, and
where you’re going. I will never forget the
feeling of a 5-17 season. Even though it
was 12 years ago, I don’t forget the letters 1
“It’s very important to

received or the difficulty of interactingwith
players to try to get them to maintain positive attitudes.It’s just a differenttype of

coaching. But having
year

is

a

5-17 record

that

not indicativeof the quality people

we had.”
There he goes again, affirming
that the apostle Paul asserted in

Corinthians

12

—

the notion

that each part, each

person

a

motivate teams by motivating individuals,

always the individual.
“Coach is real sensitivetowards students
and not just as students but as people too,”
says Eric Elliott, Hope’s senior

All-American guard who is also Van
Wieren’s former academic advisee. “He's
amazing how he handles people, even
those he’s never met before, especially

When we were

Mexico a
few years ago (on a combined missions
and playing trip to Chiapas), most of the
players were a little hesitantat first. But
when we saw him, when we saw the kids

at ease.”

some

opportunitiesto go to some of those larger
basketball programs. He’s never considered those proposals beyond the initial
offers, though.

“Why

leave something you really enjoy

and believe in!” he exclaims."My aspira-

am happy in what I am
doing. I love my job. It’s fun and meantions are such that I

ingful for

me.

I’m challenged, but mostly

I

this is the place

where my wife and

I

want

our family to be.”

Van Wieren’sbottom line: make

my

family happy. His wife, Jackie Nyboer ’67

Van Wieren, and four daughters — Gretel,
20; Heidi, 17; Kuria, 14; and Rebekah,
— still travel with him and the team to
tournamentsat sites in Illinois,New Jersey,
and Ohio. The four girls can usually be
found hovering somewhere near their father
before the start of a home game. Jackie
regularly and somewhat calmly watches
games from her reserved Civic Center seat,
1

1

I

team a unit. Each member
is important, and when working together,
they create a unbeatable force. In fact, one
of Van Wieren’sfavoritelines is that you
what makes

children.

14 years of solid success, it isn’t

surprisingthat Van Wieren has had

believe in what we are doing here. Besides,

all the while knitting.

Van Wieren'shighlightof Hope's first
game against Calvin College this year was
not that the Flying Dutchmen broke the
Knight’s six-game winning streak over
Hope. It was the moment after the game,
when finished with a spontaneoustelevision interview,four screaminggirls
mobbed him with hugs of pride and congratulations.The toughest part of coaching
for Van Wieren in not designing new plays
and teaching them to his players. The
toughest, most frustratingpart of coaching
is being away from his family during the
long winter sports season.

in

really enjoying him, we just felt more
of the

in four years and they have a great experi-

ence in sport.”

the best team in

is

“My intensityis never
my relationshipswith my

players or

win-loss record spectrum. He has coached

illegal. It’s wholesome and it's positive.
We’re not trying to turn athletesinto scholars, which is what’s happening at some
larger schools. At Hope, players graduate

All this, of course, comes from the relationship man who presented a gift to his
wife after the birth of their

first

child that

reads: "The best thing a father can do for
his children is to love their

mother."

There he goes again. Jt
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Desert Storm winds blow changes in Hope lives
I

much more dramatically introduced.
ABC’s World News Tonight was talking with a correspondent in Baghdad when the man mentioned that something seemed to be
happening — flashes of light were appearing in the sky. Welcome to Desert
r

he war

could not have been

itself

Peter Jennings of

Storm, war of the live feed.

subsequentweeks, word of Desert Storm was nearly everywhere,
— dominant in the national news, updated every hour on the
hour, remembered through cut-out paper flags and tied-on yellow ribbons.
Experts discussed topics ranging from the effect of the war news on small children to the effectivenessof Scud missiles with chemical warheads.
Hope faculty members were among those experts. Dr. Les Beach, professor
of psychology,was interviewed by USAToday regarding the ways the sexes
react to aggression. Local radio took advantage of psychologist Dr. David
Myers’ expertise to examine how the enemy is perceived in times of war, and
Dr. Renze Hoeksema, professor emeritus of history, was interviewed as a
result of his experience with the Middle East.
But what made the war more personally immediate,rather than reports of
the number of Coalition aircraft lost, or Iraqi tanks destroyed, or explanations
of Desert Storm’s historical/political origins, was the human story. True, such
things can be overdone, or done in an exploitativeway, as when television
crews attempt to capture a family’s grief-strickenresponses to the loss of a
In the

almost

all the time

loved one, but they can also contribute to understanding.

“We were

notified that

the school

was going to

close

during the

lunchtime

— and

it

was

“I

was

in

Dhahran the

night the war broke
out

—

slept

through

it

Mary Vande Pod ’59 was a fourth-grade
teacher at Incirlik Air Base in Adana, Turkey,
Departmentof Defense Schools when
the war started.She’s not there any more.
All of the base’s dependentsand civilian
employees were sent to the United States after
the war started so that a larger number of milifor the

tary personnel could be stationedthere and to

remove them from any potentialterrorist threat.
None of them received much warning:
Vande Poel had three-and-one-half
days to
prepare; some who were leaving received only
12-15 hours of notice. “We were notifiedthat
the school was going to close during the
lunchtime — and it was going to close in about
two- and-one-halfhours,” Vande Poel said.
Vande Poel felt that she had a relatively easy
time of it. Single, having taught for 24 years at
bases from Japan to Turkey to Puerto Rico,
she was able to weather fairly well the hasty,

mid-year return to the United States (with
only 66 pounds of luggage). She also had
someone to whom to return — her brother, Jim
Vande Poel ’60 of Holland, Mich., and her
sister,Sara Vande Poel ’62 VanHekken of
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Others, she noted, weren’t so fortunate.
“It was difficult for young families and
very difficult for some children

who were

being separated from their parents and
going to places that were unknown to them,”
Vande Poel said. Children with both parents
in the military returned with escorts;some

spouses with young children returned to
the United States with no idea where they

were going

to stay; high school seniors
one semester away from graduation were
forced to find another school to complete
their education.

As might be expected

the

exodus left Vande

Poel’s plans for the remainder of the academic
year uncertain,but she also isn’t positivethat
she will return to Turkey in the fall. All teach-

from Incirlik, she observed, had been
requested to complete transfer requests— just in

ers

case the school remained closed.
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that

relate— through the

their lives touched

we could

by the conflict in a variety of ways.
Several members of the Hope family are

among those people, such as Eloise Boynton
Bosch and husband Donald, retired RCA missionaries who spend October through
April in Muscat in the Sultanate of Oman. An American field hospital was set up about
20 miles from their home, and they shared Thanksgiving dinner with six American ser’41

vicemen.
Some alumni are regular-service military personnel, like Peter Kuiken ’80 of Palms,
Calif, a captain in the U.S. Marine Corps serving in the Gulf (he notifiedthe college of
that fact through his fall reunion form, which arrived at Hope in September).
Others, Reservists or members of the National Guard, had their civilian lives disrupted
as they were called to serve, and their stories are sometimes dramatic. Such is the case
with Glenn Luther ’80 of Toledo, Ohio, a lieutenantwith the 350th Evac Army Reserve

j

Unit.

The weekend before Glenn was to depart for Saudi Arabia, his very- pregnant wife
Tamara rushed from their home to where he was stationed,Fort Benjamin Harrison near
Indianapolis,Ind., to visit with him one final time. She had the baby on Sunday morning
while in Indianapolis—just in time for Glenn to be with her. They named their daughter,
bom on Dec. 16, Noel.
There are doubtless many other Hope stories.A few of them follow.

“One of the things that was
fundamental to us...was to do
something as individuals.”

“I

am prepared to

go and

my country.”

serve

as a matter of fact.”

Richard Van Dop ’73

a lieutenantin the

U.S. Naval Reserve, found his life disrupted

going to close in about

two-and-one-half hours.”

A-10 “Warthog’s” technical specifications
it was on the human level
stories of friends, neighbors or relatives who had

Granted, reports of the

and accomplishments were interesting, but

John Gardner ’87
Bruce van Voorst ’54, senior correspondent for national security affairs
with Time magazine, was kept
busy — and globetrotting— with the
magazine’s war coverage.
“I was in Dhahran the night the war
broke out — slept through it, as a
matter of fact,” he said. “The first
thing I knew was about 4 o’clock in
the morning, an hour after the war
started,when I heard a lot of people
running up and down the corridors.”
By the next morning he was out with
the Marines at the front.
He made another visit to Saudi
Arabia in February, when Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney and General
Colin Powell, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, traveled to the Gulf to

meet with leaders and commanders
prior to the start of the ground war.
The Cheney-Powell trip even earned
him a certain amount of photo fame:
Life magazine captured him between
the two in a photograph publishedin its
Feb. 25 edition of “In Time of War.”
Such visits aside, van Voorst typically works in Washington, D.C., and
contributed to several of Time’s war
stories weekly, gatheringinformation
on the Pentagon, evaluation of war
aims, the performance of high-technology weapons and other areas. In
addition, because of his expertise he
was sought by others covering the war,
including a PBS special in February
and many episodesof The
MacNeil-Lehrer Report.
Some years before, van Voorst had
been Middle East bureau chief for
Time. During that experience, he
received an exclusiveinterviewin
December of 1979 with the Ayatullah
Ruhollah Khomeini which provided
the basic reporting for Time's “Man of
the Year” cover story, published on
Jan. 7, 1980 (more about van Voorst,
this year’s Commencementspeaker,
can be found on page 10).

Iowa City, Iowa, and

of

his wife Edith concerned themselveswith

by the war when he was called to active
duty.

Van Dop, who

finding peaceful alternativesto the war that to

is

from Grand Rapids,

them seemed inevitable given the Coalition and
Iraqi attitudestoward one another and the

Mich., left on Jan. 18, assigned to a post at

issues.

replacing

They wrote letters to 25 newspapers; they
tried to contact their congressmen. Their efforts
even took them on a 22-hour drive to
Washington, D.C., where mere days before the
air war’s beginning they met with both an official at the Iraqi embassy and one of their
congressmen's aides.
“One of the things that was fundamental to us
in the trip, even though we realized it wasn’t
going to change everything, was to do something as individuals,” said Gardner, who is
1

earning his doctorate at the University of

Iowa

School of Religion.
Gardner noted that he and his wife had two
primary goals: making their feelings known to
both sides and showing others who felt the same
way they did that demonstrations,
“which might
have a lot of agendas with which we did not
agree,” were not the only way to protest the war.
“The demonstrationsworked in the ’60s
because that was what was needed then, but
something different is needed now,” he said.
“And we’re not saying that what we did is what
is needed, but it was the best thing that we could
think to do as individuals.”

the Marine Corps Air Station in Yuma, Ariz.,

men who were sent to the Persian
Gulf. According to his wife, Beverly
DeYoung ’73 Van Dop, he could be there for
up to a year.
A special agent in the Criminal
Investigation Division of the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS), Van Dop expressed
views in the Dec. ’90-Jan. ’91 issue of
Michigan Monthly, a publication for IRS
employees. At the time he was interviewed
he did not know where he would be stationed
his

if

called.

“I am preparedto go and serve my country
because the whole concept behind the

reserves is that you’re trained to support the
active duty branches of the military and be
available to augment them in times of an

emergency,” he said in the article. “I’m prepared mentallyto do my duty. Emotionally,
I can never prepare myself to leave my
family and loved ones, because it’s difficult
to handle; but I

know

I’ll

be ready should the

come.”
Van Dop has

time

the advantage of a supportive
family. Noted Beverly, "He is committed
and the entire family supports him.”

Susan Abel, a sophomore from Schenectady, N.Y., has had
an unexpected off-campus experience because of the war.
Susan Abel, a sophomore from Schenectady,N.Y., has had an unexpected off-campus
experiencebecause of the war. A member of the 207th Evacuation Hospital, a National
Guard unit based in Grand Rapids, Mich., she is serving as a mail clerk in southern Saudi
Arabia.
Abel was called to active duty in November, and had to take incompletesin all but one of
her fall semestercourses. After training she was allowed a brief Christmas leave with her
family, and then left for the Gulf.
Because of her distance from the front, her parents weren’t overly concerned about her
safety. “I don’t think she’s anywhere near where they’re fighting,” said her father, John, in
February. “I personally feel pretty good about where she is — I’m not that concerned because
she’s well out of the range of any of the guns or even the Scuds or anythinglike that.”
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terms of the role of the militan as

carried out,” he said.
For one. he noted, the military ministry
is

a

"down to

earth" ministry.

"When

the

ship gets underway, the chaplain goes
with the ship, and you go with your
people wherever they go,” he said.
Military chaplains also serve a population of very diverse religious

composition.
“The civilianapproach in terms
of ministry is very parochial.” he said.

"The chaplaincy

directed from a

is

base which has an inclusive kind of
nature about

and a sensitivityin

it

terms of the pluralistic environment in

which you serve.”
"The terminologyused
is

in the

that the chaplain is called to

for personnel of his

own

Navy

provide

faith persuasion,

to facilitate for persons of other

persuasions, but has the responsibility
to care for all people, in terms of the
spiritual needs of individuals,”Chaplain

White

said.

His experiencewith the Nimitz serves
as a case in point. He, one Catholic

chaplain and some enlisted “religious
support personnel” were responsible for
the carrier’s crew of six thousand. In
addition to conductingservices,they

counseledcrew members, delivered
messages from the American Red Cross
to crew members regarding family
tragedies and assisted them in their grief,
and ran 40 to 50 differentprograms
designed to meet the needs of the
The military ministry
Chaplain David E. White

'60

joined the Navy because it seemed

like

an interesting

opportunity. A quarter-centurylater he finds himself Deputy Chief of Chaplains.

Alumnus

command

program, working not

religious

’87

whether to continue on, and following tours seemed to have the
challenge that I was looking for and the
variety in terms of responsibilityin ministry,” he said. “If it’s not what you
want to do, it’s pretty hard to continue
and to remain in the military.”
Chaplain White majored in chemistry
and minored in math at Hope — a background perhaps unusual for a seminarian
but helpful in his work with the Navy.
He also met his wife, Mary Fryling ’62
White, at Hope.
Mary is an elementaryspecial education teacher in Arlington County, Va.
They have three children: Amy, a gradas to

^^haplain David

E. White ’60 of

Arlington, Va., joined the U.S.

Navy because it seemed

like an interest-

ing opportunity.

Before he knew

it, he

was

a career

officer. Now he’s an admiral, and in his
current role as deputy chief of chaplains
is

one of only two “flag grade” officers

Navy’s Chaplains’ Corps.
was looking for something beyond

in the
“I

the congregational setting, and

when

I

startedto look for other options the

chaplaincywas an area

that

was avail-

able,” he said.

Marymount University; Claudia,

He initially was thinking in terms of a
campus or private school chaplaincy.
But, during his second summer of field
work while at New Brunswick
TheologicalSeminary, he attended the
Navy Chaplains’School. The experience gave him a new focus.
When he finished seminary in 1963,
the Navy didn't need more active duty
chaplains, so he joined the reserves and
accepted a call to serve DeWitt
Reformed Church in New York City. He
remained there for three years, until the

fleet chaplain for the Pacific Fleet in

demand for

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

additional personnel created

by the Vietnam War

made

it

possible for

him to go on active duty in 1966.
He promised himself he would remain
with the Navy only so long as his duties
presented challenges and continuedto
match his interests.As the past 25 years
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uate of

Hope senior graduating in May; and
David, a ninth grader.
Upon joining the Navy, he was
assigned to a destroyer squadron.
Subsequent assignmentshave included a
hospital in Newport, R.I., an amphibious
squadron based in Guam, a naval air
station and serving as command chaplain aboard the aircraft carrierUSS
Nimitz. Immediately prior to being
named deputy chief of chaplains, he was
a

Each type of assignmentpossesses

own challenges —
Armed Forces in

its

as does ministry in the

general, accordingto
Chaplain White. "You're in a different
type of environment in temis of how
military ministry is performed and

obtained to best serve the needs of the
troops, and additional training was conducted to prepare the chaplains for a

combat environment and

the casualties

that could potentiallyresult.

Preparing for the war's casualtiesalso
involved in notifying families of the loss
of loved ones. Happily for both the fam-

“You’re part of

anticipated.

White

suggest, they did.
“j jHy reaily looked from tour to tour

peace-keepersto become
peace-makers."he said. "Certainly we
have people of faith in the military,and
we are trying to encourage them and
support them in terms of living out that
faith where they are.”
As deputy chief of chaplains.
Chaplain White supports the chief of
chaplains in directing,administering and
managing the Chaplains’ Corps, and
spends a great deal of time traveling
from his Pentagon office to oversee
training and professional development,
and to monitor the Corps' operations.
There are 1,100 Navy chaplains, and
they serve the personnel of the Navy,
Marine Corps and Coast Guard. (The
Reformed Church in America, incidentally, has six chaplains on active duty
with the Navy.)
A challenge the recent Gulf war presented for ChaplainWhite was assuring
that the Chaplains’ Corps was ready for
the demands placed on it by both the
massive mobilization of U.S. forces and
the conflictitself. The right balance of
chaplain denominationsneeded to be

unhappy duty was kept to a minimum,
with American losses much lower than

a

team

effort within

“I still

more limited age group than
church

—

a typical

although in that respect

it

is not

removed from the campus ministry
he once considered.
“Eighty-fivepercent of our people are
going to be between 18 and 23 years of
age — and it’s that age category of young
people who are sorting out, trying to
look and assess directions and vocations,”he said. “We end up dealing
far

with the issues that are at the core of that
period of life.”

Other issues faced by

a

Navy chap-

lain’s constituency include the strain that

deployment

at sea for six

months

at a

time places on married personnel,

which

Chaplain White considers “probably the
greatest single factor that people have to
deal with in terms of the determination
of staying in the Navy for a career,” and
reconciling the demands of military duty
with the

demands of

faith.

Coping with the strain of separation
involves helping those involved understand the added responsibilityand skills
that the time and distance will require of
them, accordingto Chaplain White. The
question of faith and service involves
assistingthe individual in determining

how

to personally blend the two.

“I think

have memories from having to

go and notify parents that their children

said.

Finally, the military ministry serves a

by Greg Olgers

sometimes ask the

ilies and the chaplains involved, that

for itself but

commanding officer in support

the institutional setting,”Chaplain

shepherding service people

I

not possible for

of other areas of the military institution.

for the

finds career in

also different

is

if it's

extended stateside, where chaplains are

Nimitz’s diverse population.
in that it serves as a

peace-keepers,and
question

most of our service personnel

had been killed in Vietnam," Chaplain

White said. "These are areas
of ministry that I don't

know

in this type
that

you

are really ever able to deal with.”

Such

difficult duties aside, the

Navy

has created some interestingexperi-

ences for Chaplain White, such as the
time his ship

made

a port visit to Israel

and hosted Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, and the opportunity to lead services at Camp David for President
George Bush and the staff in Christmas
of 1989 and Easter of 1990.
Rather than such exotic opportunities,

however, he has most enjoyed working
with young chaplains, people new to the
Navy who are just learning to appreciate
the challenges and rewards of a "team”
ministry and its ability to have an impact
on a command. He relishesin particular
his time with the 1st Marine Brigade in
Hawaii, when he was direct supervisor
for nine other chaplains, most of whom
were new to the military.
“It was just a good, positive,real,

motivating environment,to see the

young chaplains come in and to see
them move through the system, work at
and address innovative ways to try to
reach people, meet the needs of people
and as a team have an impact on a

command

"And
comes

like that.” he said.

also

wrestle with the issue of war and con-

to see that transitionthat

flict,” he said. "Optimistically they

about — a sensitivityto working within

would be able

country in a
time of peace, but at the same time they
respond to the orders that they have in
terms of what the Congress and the lawmakers of the land determine where and

the institution."

how

led from a tentative exploration to a

to serve their

the military will be used.”

“There's a

little

bit of play there in

His appreciation of that time, perhaps,
recalls his

own experiences

as a

seminary

student during a summer field placement

more than 25 years ago —

a

placementthat

career that continues.
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Graduation

activities

feature two alumni
The 126th Commencement ceremony at
Hope College will be held on Sunday,
May 5, and approximately580 graduating

had been in hot repertorialspots. Earlier

seniors will be participating.

Panama in

This year's Commencement speaker
will be Bruce van Voorst '54, Senior
Correspondentfor National Security
Affairs with Time magazine. The Rev.
Ronald Beyer '61, senior pastor at Third
Reformed Church in Kalamazoo, will give
the Baccalaureatesermon.
The Commencement ceremony will be
held on Sunday, May 5 at 3 p.m. in
Holland Municipal Stadium.
Baccalaureatewill be held earlier in the
day, at 1 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
Van Voorst’s selectionas Commencement speaker represents a departure from
the practice of recent years. His will be
the first Commencement address by
someone other than a Hope faculty
1

member

since 1982.

Van Voorst joined the Time-Life News
Service as Middle East bureau chief in
January of 1979, and almost immediately
climbed aboard the chartered Air France
747 that brought AyatollahKhomeini
home from his exile in Paris. After covering the Iranian revolution, he returned to
Beirut for further reporting on the entire

Middle East.
In

November of 1979 he rushed back to

Tehran

to cover the seizure by Iranian stu-

dents of the U.S.

Embassy and

the taking

of 53 Americans as hostages.He

was

“Man

was not the first time

of the

Voorst

that van

he'd covered the anti-American riots in
1964, the U.S. invasion of the

Dominican Republic the next year and the
Greek revolution in 1967. He was there
when the Soviets invaded Czechoslovakia
in 1968, the Polish workers rioted in
Gdansk in 1969 and during “Black
September” in Amman, Jordan, in 1970.
Transferring to Latin America, he
covered the riotous return of Juan Peron to
Argentinaand the overthrow of Salvador
Allende in Chile in 1973. Later, as diplo-matic correspondentfor Newsweek, he
shuttled 380,000 miles from the Middle
East to China to the Soviet Union with
then Secretary of State Henry Kissenger.
After serving as Time’s European economic bureau chief in Brussels, he
returned to the New York Bureau, where
he was the principal correspondentfor
covers on IBM and AT&T.
Before embarking on a career in journalism, van Voorst was a foreign service
officer in Addis, Ababa, Ethiopia, and
later served a stint as a policy aide to the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
His journalismprizes include the
Newspaper Guild of New York’s “Page
One Award” for the best national political
reporting of 1975 and the Overseas Press
Club’s 1983 Award for the best magazine
interpretationof foreign affairs, an

Ronald Beyer '61

Bruce van Voorst '54
es: the Bethel Reformed Church in

Harvey, 111., and Christ Memorial
Reformed Church of Holland. He graduated from Zeeland High School in 1957,
from Hope in 1961 and from Western
TheologicalSeminary in 1964.
He and his wife, Jean Schregardus’62
Beyer, have four Hope-orientedchildren:
Kim Beyer '84 Kooyers,Jon Beyer ’87,
Dan Beyer ’90, and Lisa, who is graduating this year. A fifth child, David, Dan’s
twin brother, had just decided to enroll at

DeWitt

London-based

member

award

1

in his

memory.

In the event of rain.

Commencement

Holland Civic Center.
Baccalaureate, and

will be held at the

Admission

to

Commencement

if

indoors, is by ticket

only.

The graduation

Hope will

activities at

coincide with the college’s Alumni

Weekend.

degree

their 1938 purchase of the

home farm.

Recently acquired by Sara Lee Inc.,

of the

Bil-Mar Foods grew through

Institute of International

the years

from a small breeder flock into one of the

Strategic Studies and the prestigious

world’s largest poultry processing opera-

Council on Foreign Relations.
In addition to Third Reformed in
Kalamazoo, where he has been for 0
years, Beyer has served two other church-

tions, with

more than 3,000 employees.

DeWitt, however,is well-known not
only for his business acumen but for his

1

Year’’ cover story a few weeks later.

Hope when he was tragicallykilled in an
auto accident at age 8. A memorial
scholarship at Hope is awarded each year

to receive

he received again for a 1988 Arafat cover
story. Van Voorst is a

from Iran by the
RevolutionaryGovernment, but not before
he had an exclusive interview with
AyatollahKhomeini which providedthe
later expelled

basic reporting for Time’ s

It

service to civic and Christian causes.
has a deep commitment to the

Distinguished Alumni

Church

Awards

in

America and

its

colleges,and

has been particularly helpful to
during

its

He

Reformed
Hope

yearly Business and Industry

campaigns.

recognize five for service
Distinguished Alumni

ing in Kalamazoo, Mich., and he has been
honored by several local organizations for

during

his 50-plus years of service.

Five Hope graduates will be presented

Award recognition
Alumni Day on Saturday, May 4.

Being honored with the award this year
are H. Sidney Heersma ’30 of Kalamazoo,
Mich.; Harvey Staal ’43 of Hudsonville,

A

His and his family’s generosity has
made possible the new DeWitt Center for
Economics and Business Administration,
dedicated during the college’s

Homecoming Weekend in October. He
and his family’s gifts to both that project

specialist in the care of severely mental-

Marvin DeWitt

ly and physically handicappedchildren,as

well as those

and other campus projectshave enhanced

Community leader and businessman

with neuro-

Marvin DeWitt

Zweizig ’52 Visscher of Falls Church, Va.;
and Sue Bruggink '73 Edema of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
The annual Distinguished Alumni awards
are made by the Alumni Board of Directors

logical

honorary degree from Hope College on

disorders,he

developing

Sunday, May 5.
DeWitt is to receive the honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters. The presentation will be made during the college’s

in recognition of the awardees’ contribu-

the Cerebral

Commencement activities at

Palsy Clinic

Holland MunicipalStadium (at the
Holland Civic Center in the event of

Mary

Mich.; Harrison C. Visscher ’51 and

tions to society and service to

Nominees

Hope.

and
has served on
its board of
in 1955,

awards are continually
Board, and may be submit-

member of

the

instru-

mental in

for the

solicited by the
ted by any

was

Alumni

to the Christian faith and Christian ideals

has served

for

file

as president or a

He continues
H. Sidney Heersma, Class of 1930,

is

recognized for his loyal service to God, the

Hope

College.

In 1937, Dr. Heersma was the first
board-certifiedpediatricianto begin practic-

TEN

five other

the advisory

board.

future consideration.

medical profession and

member of

rain).

boards, either

An on-campus evaluation committee prepares a list of nominees from which the
Alumni Board chooses the recipients.The
names of candidates considered but not
selected in a given year are kept on

3 p.m. in

medical

Association.

’30

Zeeland will receive an

“Marvin DeWitt has been an outstanding supporter of education, certainlyof
Hope College but also of other institutions of higher education, and he
embodies in his own life the commitment

directors.He
H. Sidney Heersma

of

that are so important to

Hope College,”

said Dr. John H. Jacobson, president of
his privatepediatricsprac-

schedule
at the Major Disease Clinic of Bronson
Methodist Hospital, the Total Living Center
where he is medical director, Croyden

tice while keeping a full volunteer

(See “Alumni Awards" on page

11)

_

Hope College.
DeWitt is co-founderand chairman of
Bil-Mar Foods Inc., which is descended
from “Bill and Marv’s Turkey Farms,”
established with his brother Bill following

the beauty of the

campus and have added

to the quality of the college’seducational

commitment.
DeWitt has served on the Board of
Trustees of NorthwesternCollege of
Orange City, Iowa, from which he
received an honorary degree in 1987.

One

of that institution’s major benefac-

tors, his generosity made possible the

Chapel/PerformingArts Center and
DeWitt Music Hall, dedicated in April of
1988.
Locally, he has served on a number of
church, community and business boards,
including the Michigan 4-H Council, the

Michigan 4-H Foundationand the
Ottawa County Road Commission. Hope
College awarded him a Distinguished
Achievement Award in 1982.
He and his wife, Jerene, have been
married since 1939. Their children are
Gary DeWitt, Jack DeWitt, Donald
DeWitt, Merle DeWitt, Keith DeWitt.
Nancy Haveman and Marilyn Norman.
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ALUMNI NEWS
alumni alert
by Janet Mielke ’84

CJince my

Pinkham

initial visit as a

high

k3 school junior, 1 have felt that Hope
College has an extremely attractive
campus, but never is the evidence to
support that belief more apparent than in
the springtime.

I

As I crossed the campus this afternoon,
observed buds on the trees, the blooms

of the season’s first flowers and the
vibrant green of the grass. The sun shone

through the trees in the Pine Grove and
students were studying while others
played frisbee.
Spring is the season of new beginnings, but for those of us on campus it
also points to many endings. As the
semesterdraws to a close, we in the
Alumni Office are busily putting the final
touches on this year’s Senior Class
Banquet, an event designed to officially
congratulate the senior class on their

welcome them into memHope College Alumni

graduation and
bership in the
Association.

Dave Veldink ’91 (Jenison, Mich.),
senior class representative to the

Alumni

Board, and his committee of 20 have
planned an evening to include a congratulatory speech from President Jacobson,
a candid slide show of the class’ four
years together at Hope — set to music of
the times — and a Hope trivia game complete with Hope alumni t-shirtsfor each
participant.

Not only must we bid farewell to the
class of ’91 , but also to three of our
Alumni Board members who have faithfully served the Alumni Associationover
the past six years: Jim Hanson ’80 of
Bemardsville,N.J.; Steve Norden ’74 of
Dublin, Ohio; and Mary Damstra ’68
Schroeder of Grosse Point, Mich. The
May meeting of the Alumni Board will
mark the election of alumni to assume
the places vacated when their terms conclude in June. The presenceof all three
will be sorely missed.
Jim Hanson has contributed significantly to alumni activitiesin Northern
New Jersey. Most recently Jim and his
wife Barb coordinateda reception in conjunction with the men's basketball game

against Keane College in Union, N.J.

The event was so popular that Hope had
far more fans at the game than the host

Officers
Jeffrey

Cordes '80, President,Mesquite, Texas

John Abe '79, Vice President,Naperville,111,

Mary Damstra
Pointe,

’68

Schroeder,Secretary, Grosse

Mich.

Board Members

As president of the Alumni Board from
1986-88, Steve Norden was also the
college’s national chairperson for the

Annual Alumni Fund Drive. Under his
leadership, funds raised exceeded all previous totals. Throughout his six years as
a board member, Steve has organized
numerous alumni events in addition to
hosting the Hope College Chapel Choir
in his church and organizinga reception

Reunion plans for the classes of
’26-’76 hold a great deal of entertainment and excitement. It’s been a true
pleasure to work with each of the committees and what an educationI have
received! I’ve learned just how much the
college changed during those 50 years.
In 1926 total enrollmentstood at just
over 400 students. By 1976, the senior
class alone numbered 432.

One

,

AverillPark, N.Y.

MarianneHageman '58. De Pere, Wis.
James Hanson 11 '80. Bemardsville, N.J.
Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson, West Melbourne, Fla.
Janet Lawrence '80, Albany, N.Y.
Thelma Leenhouts '66, Washington,D.C.
Steve Norden 74, Dublin, Ohio
Jennifer Payette '92. Flint. Mich.
Heidi Sunderhafi '90, Columbus.Ohio
Anne Walvoord 73 VanderByl, Williamson. N.Y.
David Veldink '91, Jenison, Mich.
A. JefferyWinne 73, McMurray. Pa.

of this year’s reunion

committee

chairpersonsis Lois McAlister ’71
Mulder. Her husband, Andy ’70, served
on his reunion committee last year. Lois
and I first became acquaintedwhen she
assisted the '70 reunion phonathon and
subsequent reunion plans.
For those of you who attended the
class of ’70 reunion last spring, you

know what

a fantasticjob the reunion
committee co-chairedby Jane
Kasmersky Greller and Robb Robbins
did. The committee informed me,
however, that Lois played an instrumen-

cial assistance,hosting

me

Kalamazoo

is

recognized

for 0 years
1

on the
college's

Board of
Trustees,has
been program
chair and pres-

God

and the

Women's
League, and

Man

Women’s
Square.

Church in
America.
The Rev.
Dr. Staal and
his wife,

Staal

’43

as missionaries

Mary

from 1949

until their

the

Arabian Mission,

the United Mission

of

Middle East
and the Near East School of Theology.
During their missionary tenure they were
in Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Lebanon
and Cyprus. While in Beirut as a “scholar in
residence” at the Near East School of
Theology,he and Hilda survived a bomb

Herald, writes monthly devotions for
of

Hope, and

is

tion, she is a volunteer docent at the National

dren and enthusiasticgroups of

RCA

Harrison and Mary have four children,all
of

whom

graduated from Hope: Sheryl ’78

Reus, Ronald ’69, Lori ’83 Droppersand

Karen

’87.

Sue Bruggink
Edema, Class
of 1973, is

recognized
for her

missionary role, he served

loyal service

as a consultant on Bible distributionwith the

to God,
Hope College
and her

Middle East Bible Society and traveled
widely in the countries of the Arabian Gulf.

He

also continued his translationof the

family.

oldest known Arabic manuscript, written in

Damascus

Hope

alumni. Harrison served as presidentof the
Christian Medical Society, and as chair of

their apartment wall.
In his last

Words

active in her church. In addi-

blast outside his office and bullet holes in

As

A.D.. His translations
include Paul’s Epistles, the Book of Acts and
in 867

presi-

dent of the
college’s

the General Epistles.

The Rev. Dr. Staal and Hilda have six
whom two graduated from
Hope: Tom '74 and Steven ’81.

Sue Bruggink 73
’

Edema

children,of

Association

from 1988-89 and 1989-90, she has served
as national chairperson for the college’s

Harrison C.
Visscher,
Class of 1951,

and Mary
Zweizig
Visscher,
Class of 1952,
are
for

honored
their com-

mitment to

Lord

Jesus.Christ,
their respec-

whom

tive

Harrison C. Visscher '51

professions

and Hope
College.
After serving as a physician with the
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also a library aide at the local high

the deacons at his church.

Iraq, the Bible Society of the

the

U.S.

Army

in

Annual Alumni Fund Drive, and with her
assistancethrough letters and personal con-

grown substantially.She
many Hope College
functions,and has brought distinctionand
tacts, the fund has

has also been present at

diligence to the presidency, the highest
position of service a Hope graduate can hold
in the National

Ramona

Alumni Association.

Her dedication to and love for Hope has
been displayed in other ways as
well

— through

the organization of

alumni

events in the greater Grand Rapids area, her

work on

Annual Fund phonathons, her
Grand Rapids
the Hope College Women's

the

role as president of the

Chapter of

League, her position as Village Square chairperson and serving as co-chairperson for her
10-year class reunion.

Texas and Germany, Harrison

establisheda private practiceat

cScLMjLtr

is

school, writes book reviews for The Church

Gallery of Art, giving tours to school chil-

Linda, served

had
agreed to chair her reunion this year
because "it was really easy to do a
second time,” and she realized the importance of having a local reunion
chairperson.Plus she loves Hope and
enjoyed working with last year’s committee. To play an active role in this
year’s planning was just a natural deci-

spring to all of you!

has worked on
Zweizig ’52 Visscher behalf of the

Guild of Hope College, particularly Village

Reformed

Harvey

of

ident

for his loyal
service to

Alumni
Phonathon
campaigns.
Mary served

Harvey Staal,

that she

one.

Hope functions in

their area, and participatingin

County Mental Health and directorof the
Public Health Department of Kalamazoo
County.
Dr. Heersma also produces the monthly
newsletter at Bethany Reformed Church,
where he serves as Elder and lay chairman
for the RCA’s “Putting People in Mission”
program.

tal role in the success of their reunion.

Happy

Both have supported Hope in a variety

retirement in 1987. They were involved in

details!

Our volunteers are all special people to
I owe a great deal of gratitude. I
wish space pennitted me to give each the
credit of which they are so deserving.
They are the people who truly make
Hope College events enjoyablefor every-

1

Avenue School, Parkwood- Upjohn School
and the Association for Retarded
Citizens-Kalamazoo.In addition,he has

Our Detroit-area alumni, parents and
friends have benefitted greatly from the
leadership of Mary Schroeder. Mary has
been instrumental in organizing regular
activities in the area in addition to her
role as secretary to the board for the past
two of her six years.
As is clear from Jim, Steve and Mary’s
involvement,event planning is not
limited to campus activities.Several
regional alumni, parent and friends gatherings are currently being organized
across the country. Please see the
“Events” page on page four for more

Cal Bruins '61, Phoenix, Ariz.
Garret E. DeGraff'7

of ways, including through providing finan-

Class of 1943,

sion for her.

Sue Bruggink 73 Edema, Grand Rapids, Mich.

(continued from page 10)

for prospective students.

William Aardema '79. Parchment. Mich.
Stanley C. Busman '73, Minneapolis, Minn.

since 1981.

served as interim directorof

school!

Lois shared with

ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Alumni Awards

Having taught junior high school English
from
975-8 , she is currentlyemployed by the

in the Hudsonville (Mich.) Schools

Medical Center in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He and Mary currently live in Washington,
D.C., where he is director of education
for the American College of Obstetricians

husband, Doug

and Gynecologists, a positionhe has held

dren. Rebecca and Todd. J<,

1

1

Forsythe

Community Schools

as a high

school completion teacher. She and her

Edema

'73, have two chil-

ELEVEN

KennethWeller'48

class notes

in

News and informationfor class
births, advanced

notes,

marriages,

degrees and deaths are compiled for

news from Hope College by Greg Olgers '87. The
deadlinefor the next issue

is

of

Knoxville.Iowa, who retired in

August after 21 years as presidentof CentralCollege,

Thursday, May 2.

January received the Award For Outstanding
annual banquet in Phoenix. Ariz. He was honored

for his

contributionsto independent higher education,

NCAA

especiallyfor his work within the
III

on Division

athletics.

20s
Clarence Lubbers ’24 and wife Thelma will celebrate
64th wedding anniversaryon June 28 “with

presidentof Oakton College

’56,

returnedfrom Bangkok, where he

Theological Seminary. The awards are made to RCA
pastors who submit proposalsfor creative programs
which will enrichtheir preaching.

Programs at the Thailand Ministryof Education and at

Kenneth Dulow

variouscampuses.The purpose of his visit was to

and senior trust officer of the JerseyCity, N.J.-based

foster

higher education articulation and exchange

’64

has been named vice president

Provident Savings Bank.

between Illinois collegesand universities and the

Darrel Staat ’64 on April 1 became presidentof

Federationof private institutions in Thailand. He had

Eastern Maine Technical College in Bangor, Maine.

CEO

been the

50s
their

in Illinois,recently

representedthe Illinois Consortium of International

Service from the Council of Independent Colleges at
its

Thomas TenHoeve

of the

EMTC

24.000 studentcommunity

a

is

two-year collegewith .000 students.He
1

collegein the north Chicago suburbs since 1984.

was previouslyvice presidentfor development and

James Ziegler ’56

administrationat Florence (S.C.) DarlingtonTechnical

retired in

August after 34 years of

teachingin juniorhigh school — the last 24 of which

College,where he had been employedfor 12 years.

thankfulhearts for our lives togetherand our tender?

Gordon Beld ’50 was featuredin the Dec. 13, 1990
issue of the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press in a story

were in Mona Shores. He

Arvin Ten Brink ’64 of the

ages."

titled“Retirement:

to his

Jacob Pelon ’29 and wife Emily celebratedtheir 58th

news servicesand publicationsat Alma (Mich.)

the City of

weddinganniversaryon Feb. 28.

College for 24 years, his current activities include

held for

servingas a part-timeacademic advisorat Davenport

Richard Rhem ’57. pastor of ChristCommunity
Church in Spring Lake. Mich., on March 16 was

Mid-Atlantics.

College and as a mentor with his wife. Martha

Debbink ’51 Beld, fora refugee family sponsored by

keynote speaker at a conference titled"Addiction.

Kellogg Science Education Program and associatepro-

30s
John Flikkema ’31

of

Whiting, N.J.. has two

another beginning." Directorof

is

now devoting more time

RCA

staff spoke

on "The

second career as parks and recreationdirector for

Characteristics
of an EffectiveChurch” on March 9 at

Norton Shores. Mich., a positionhe has

New Brunswick Seminary during "Getting It Done." a
workshopsponsored by the Synod of the

23 years along with his teachingcareer.

David Zwart

’64. director of the

Hope College

Bethany ChristianServices.

Grace, and Healing: Recovery in the Church," which

fessor of

fourth-generationgrandsons attendingHope.

Annette Siderius ’52 DeWolf. with one of her

was sponsored by the Reformed Networkon Abuse

Kaleidoscope, a National Science Foundation-funded

Paul Boyink ’36 of Grand Haven. Mich., and wife

graduate professorsfrom the University of

and Addictions and held at ChristMemorial Church in

program charged with determining an effective model

Dorothy in December celebratedtheir 50th wedding

Rochester,presentedthe paper "Individual

Holland.

anniversary.

Differencesin Educational Style: Educational
Implications"at the 1990

40s
T. Philip Waalkes ’41 of Derwood.Md. was featured

ONCENTER. the quarterly

newsletterof The Johns Hopkins OncologyCenter.

Theodore Zwemer ’45 of Whittier. Calif., is the director of the USC-PIH Family PracticeResidency
Training Programin Whittier.
Wilbur Brandli ’46 of White Pigeon.Mich., was featured in the South Bend Tribune for his role in bringing
famed Chinese pianist Yin Cheng-Zong to Three
Rivers,

Mich., for a concert, a preview of his solo

60s

Meeting held in
to

a

Lee

Wenke ’60 is vice

presidentfor development at

published by ColumbiaUniversityTeachers College

Whitworth College of Spokane. Wash.

Press. His book presentsan account of the history of

Board of the Moravian Church, and was also elected

Ronald Beyer ’61

scienceeducation in the United States from the middle

as a

delegate to the District and ProvincialSynods

of the

church. He was recently appointed as a

part-time member of the faculty of the University
of

Maryland at College Park, Md.

Kalamazoo.Mich., receivedone
of six 1990-91 "Bast Preaching Awards" from
Western Theological Seminary. The awards are made
to RCA pastors who submit proposals for creativepro-

Gary Gilmore ’66 is professorand program director
of Community Health at the Universityof Wisconsin

grams which will enrichtheir preaching. He

at

of

also

is

of

the 19th century to the present.

La Crosse. He also servesas chairman of the

Carl Van Farowe ’53. an ordained ministerin the

going to deliver the Baccalaureatesermon at Hope on

NationalTobaccoand Cancer Committee, and

Reformed Church in America,

Sunday, May 5.

member

recently

accepted a

positionas a field representative
for The Bible League
of

South Holland, 111.

director of

development with the Universityof

Minnesota-Wasecaand

Lynne Feltham ’61 Stewart was presented a
“Certificate of

Paul Fried ’46. presidentof the Holland (Mich.)
(Mich.) Historical Society.

Hubbardsville.N.Y.. and pro-

second term on the Eastern District Executive

Jack Boerigter ’54 has retired from his positionas

Society,in January addressed the Zeeland

’66 of

education at Colgate University,has recently

fessor of

had his book A History of Ideas in Science Education

James Harvey ’52 was recentlyreelected

concertat Camegie Hall in New York City a week later.
Historical

undergraduate mathematics and scienceeducation.

George DeBoer

Boston. Mass.
L.

in the fall, 1990, issue of

AERA

for

education,in February panicipatedin Project

is

and drivinghis six-horse Belgian hitch.

Sing Sing Prison."

Harold Brown
six

is

a

Board of Directors.AmericanCancer

Society.

Recognition" for “servicesrendered on

behalfof the New York State Legal Research Program:
lecturing at the

spending time promoting

of the

J.

in

Omaha, Neb., receivedone of
1990-91 "Bast Preaching Awards" from Western
’62 of

StephenLarkin '67

presidentof the Valve

is

Manufacturers Associationof America (VMA). based
Washington. D.C. He was previouslypresidentand

chief

operatingofficer of the Petroleum Equipment

SuppliersAssociation,based in Houston. Texas.

Campus Notes
to identify and avoid substances that

(continued from page three)

PEW AWARD:

Hope College is one
of 12 members of the Midwest Science
and Mathematics Consortium to share in a
three-year grant from the Pew Science
Program that will support the consortium's
collaborative efforts in undergraduate
science and math education.
The Pew Science Program in
Undergraduate Education awarded the
consortium $1,726,130 for undertakings
such as the summer exchange of research
students between the member institutions,
collaborative research, faculty visits to
other institutions, support for

member

new Ph.D.’s

curriculum
development workshops, faculty development programs and research symposia
featuring student work.
The award to the Midstatesconsortium
is part of $7.3 million awarded by the
Pew Science Program to five clusters
of colleges and universities,involving
49 schools throughoutthe country. All
of the grants are designed to support
collaborative teaching and research
efforts in mathematics and science at
the undergraduatelevel, with the goal
of increasing the number of college students who major in science- and
math-relatedfields.
to teach at

institutions,

SARDI SITE: Hope

is

one

of

30 repre-

can

years.

determining an effectivemodel for under-

react negatively with medication.

STUDENT KUDOS:

graduate mathematicsand science

According to Dr. Schregardus,SARDI
will help him and the college’s director of
disabled student services, Louise
Shumaker '87, attend to such needs among

Tahnee C. Hartman, a Hope College
junior from Glen Rock, Pa., earned one of
three first-placeFrank G. Brooks Awards
for Excellence in Student Researchat the
national convention of the Beta Beta Beta

education.

the college’s 60 disabled students.
Like other

SARDI

sites, Hope will be

participatingin a research project intended

Human

concernedwith

the Activation of

Leukocytes,” which

the role of one type of

is

white

SKILLMAN GRANT:

Hope

is

one

Michigan Colleges Foundation (MCF)
from the Skillman Foundation. Funds will
be used to supplement operating expenses.

MCF

is

a non-profit organization

which

obtains financial support from business

and industry for 16 private Michigan col-

PATRONS CHAIRPEOPLE: James

and meetings with performers..

as

The Nutcracker: A Play,

the exhibition “Days of Saints and Souls:
of the

Days of the Dead”

and the Great Performance Series. During
the year, the Patrons have the opportunity
to attend special art exhibitions, receptions

both gathering information on the problem

HOOYMAN ELECTED:

States attended.

Several members of the Hope administration and faculty attended the colloquium,

including Dr. John H. Jacobson, president;
Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis, provost; Mary

Vlieger ’75 DeYoung, adjunct assistant pro-

is

majoring in biology and psycholo-

the field of neuroscience after

Hope.

Amy Haveman, a

Hope College junior

from Zeeland, received one of three service

awards presented to undergraduates by the
Michigan Campus Compact during its first

assistant professorof physics; Dr.

Winnett-Murray,assistant professorof
biology; and David Zwart '64, director of the
college’sKellogg Science Education
Program and associateprofessorof education.
Steven A. Samson,

annual conference, held Feb. 7-9.

The winners, all from the 10
community

MCC-

received $1,000 to

has been named editor of

VOX, the

published by University Professors for

Academic Order

“UPAO

1

Cynthia Kortman of Holland, Mich., a
sophomore pianist, has been named a winner
in the Kalamazoo Bach FestivalYoung
Artists’ Competition.
Kortman, who is majoring in piano performance, studies at Hope with Joan
Conway, who has taught five previous competition winners.Kortman is the daughter of
John and Virginia Kortman, and is a 1989
graduate of Holland Christian High School.

FACULTY KUDOS:

Inc.

(UPAO).

was established in 1970 as a

response to

New

Left disruptionson college

campuses,”said the organization'sexecutive
director, Dwight D. Murphey of Wichita
State University,adding that UPAO remains
today as a service organization for conservative universityfaculty.

Karla Hoesch ’73 Wolters, associate
professor of physical education, has been

named coach of

the volleyballteam, replac-

ing for an indefinite number of years Donna
Eaton, who
at

is

pursuing her doctoral degree

Western Michigan University.
Wolters has been coaching the field

dean for the natural

sciences and Kenneth G. Herrick Professor
of Biology at

UPAO

annual journal of scholarship and opinion

activities.

James Gentile, a

visiting assistant pro-

fessor of political science at Hope College,

Haveman is the daughter of Robert and
Nancy Haveman. A Spanish major, she
plans to use the $ ,000 award in work with
the area’s Hispanic community.

Dr.

Ned Rouze,
Donald H.
chemistry; Dr. Kathy

fessor of mathematics; Dr.

Williams, professorof

Phyllis

Kleder ’73 Hooyman, director of financial
aid at Hope College, has been elected by
the membershipof the College Board’s
Midwest Regional Assembly to serve on
the College Scholarship Service Division
Governance Committee for a term of three

a

Academy of

cancer.

further

and Donna Brooks of Holland, Mich.,
have been named chairpeople of the Hope
College Patrons for the Arts.
The Patrons support performances at the
college in music, dance and theatre,as

Plan of

blood cell in the chemicalinduction of

member institutions, each

leges.

its

Monday and Tuesday,Feb. 4—5,

colloquiumat the National
Sciences (NAS) in Washington,
D.C. More than 550 college presidents,
deans and facultyfrom across the United
during

2AF

beneficiary of an $85,000 grant to the

dents with disabilities, and the project is

TWELVE

work

gy, and intends to attend graduate school in

A Celebration

For example, for some care must be taken

by Cultured

She

stance abuse.

(SARDI).
SARDI’s primary focus is making
human service professionals more aware
of the issue of substanceabuse among stu-

stance abuse issues unknown to others.

for her

Main Contributor to

grams such

persons with disabilities often face sub-

award

substanceabuse problem among disabled
students. According to an initial SARDI
survey, the 30 site representatives reported
that from 10 to 60 percent of their clientele
experiencerecurring problems with sub-

federally-funded
project “Substance
Abuse Resources for Disabled

college’s site representative,noted that

the

titled “PolymorphonuclearLeukocytes, the

well as exhibitions of art, including pro-

and providingtraining to help combat it.
Dr. Darell J. Schregardus ’63, director
of counselingservices at Hope and the

Hartman received

to identify the severity and nature of the

sentative sites participatingin the

Individuals”

Biological Society.

Project Kaleidoscopepresented
Action on

Hope College, participatedin

hockey team

in the fall since joining the

faculty in 1987, but field hockey was discontinued as an intercollegiate
sport after the

Project Kaleidoscope, a National Science

1990 season. Wolters

Foundation-fundedprogram charged with

Hope

is

also coach of the

softball team.
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Margaret Lenel

’68

Graham and family are

living in

ScholarshipServiceDivision Governance Committee

Penh. Australia.She extends "an invitation for a meal

for a

and a guided tour to any Hope alumni that happen to

RichardVan Dop ’73 of Grand Rapids. Mich., is
employedby the Criminal Investigation
Divisionof
the Internal RevenueService. Also a lieutenant in the

come

to

Penh."

David Lubbers '68 of Kentwood.Mich., has been

term of three years.

(Futuresand Traded Options) Ltd. in Frankfurt,

RelationsComminee.

Germany. T&T is a large, international.
London-basedfirm specializingin money broking.
The Frankfurtoffice brakes financial futures products

Nancy MacArthur

worldwide.

California

Smith is "raising two

"82

kids

Greg Stewart

'82

on behalf of Nelson-Marekin

designed the 46-foot "Collaboration,"
a sail-

promoted to the rank of lieutenant coloneland simulta-

U.S. Naval Reserve, on Jan. 18 he left for active duty,

Brian Guth '78 has accepted a permanent position as

boat

neously has assumed a new positionin the Michigan

assigned to a post at the Marine Corps Air Stationin

laboratorydirector in thrombosis researchat Karl

Mich.,neurosurgeon OliverGrin Jr.

Air NationalGuard as the State Public Affairs Officer.

Yuma. Ariz. He replacedmen who had gone
PersianGulf.

Thomae. GmbH., a pharmaceuticalfirm in Biberach.
Germany. The position begins in June.
John Kullman '78 of Plano. Texas, is currently con-

Charles Bell '83 from October through January

He had been chief of publicaffairs for the

1

1

Oth

to

the

TacticalAir Support Group. Battle Creek (Mich.) Air

Paul Cornell ’75

NationalGuard Base since 1975. As a civilian, he

Research at SteelcaseInc. In November he presented

vice

a

is

presidentand manager of corporateservices at

the

is

manager of Office Environmental

address"Macro-Ergonomics:Office Work and

sulting

with

ARCO

Oil

geologicalstudies of formation damage to permeabiliHe has published two papers and is writingtwo

ty.

Lawrence Bone

through the college's Charles and Lena Beem Gillilan

more.

businessadministrationlectures.

Steven Bouma-Prediger '79

Mary Vlieger '75 DeYoung, adjunctassistant profesmathematics at Hope College,in February

professorof philosophy at North Park College of
Chicago. 111.

’69 of

Orchard Park. N.Y.. was one

two physiciansinterviewedon a Lifetime cable

of

network program concerning how trauma patients are
treated.

sor of

participated in Project

70s
Brown

Patti

'70

is

assistant

dean of academic services

Denison Universityin Granville.Ohio. She was

at

Kaleidoscope,a National

Science Foundation-funded program charged with

in

'79

is

a visiting assistant

pursuinga master'sof social work degree at Loyola
Universityin Chicago, III.

professor

a visiting assistant

is

Sarah Saddler '83 Christian of Highland Park. 111., is

psychology at Rollins College in Winter Park. Fla.,

Barbara VanAndel
the

Amway

Gaby

'83

is

generalmanager of

Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids.Mich.

where she teachesdevelopmental psychology and the

She was featuredin the Jan. 21. 1991. issue of the

psychology of religion.

Kathy Karle

Lenora Parish

Grand Rapids BusinessJournal.
Beck Greene '83 is president of the Plymouth-Canton

'75

Lievense of Holland. Mich., on Feb.

1

ness/educationpartnership, sponsored by the Holland

Universityof North Carolina,Greensboro.

Area Chamber of Commerce. She also owns and oper-

Barry Schreiber '71, a professorof criminaljustice at

ates

St. Cloud

education,health care, social service and religious

automatic tellermachine crimes. He has written a

III., is

mathematics and scienceeducation.

Continuing Education and Summer Session at the

in

Highland Park.

of

medical sales with Datascope Corporation in Chicago.

determining an effective model for undergraduate

previouslyassociate director in the Office of

(Minn.) State University,is a national expert

John Christian '83
III.

Sharon Carnahan
of

Anything Goes at the Westgate Dinner Theatre
Toledo. Ohio.

Porter's
in

Technology in the Future" at Adrian (Mich.) College

raced to victory several times by Grand Rapids.

appeared in the male lead of Billy Crocker in Cole

and Gas, specializingin

Old Kent Bank and Trust Co. in Grand Rapids. Mich.

and

teachingvoice in a Washington. D.C.. suburb."

began her position as director of the regionalbusi-

in

'79 has

joined ContinentalBank. N.A.

Chicago. III., as head of the investment technology

apprenticeand junior divisions.During the company's

December productionof "The Nutcracker."he por-

KL and Associates,which provides serviceto

non-profitorganizations.

(Mich.)Ballet Co., which includes50 dancers in senior,

group.

80s

trayedHerr Drosselmeier.
Cindi Faff ’83

is

teachingsecond grade at

currently

Taylor Holbrook '80 of Middlebush. N.J.. received

Erlangen Elementary School in Erlangen,Germany.
She works with the Department of Defense Schools.

book titledATM Securityin the 1990s. which details

Nicholas Rodenhouse '75 was featuredin the

one of six 1990-91 "Bast Preaching Awards" from

informationfrom a study by a nationaltask force he

Autumn. 1990. issue

Western Theological Seminary-.The awards are made

was on from 1989-90.

Realia for his work with a studentin examining the

to

William Welty '71 was electedin November and in

significance
of weather changes on the breeding

grams which will enrich their preaching.

Raton. Fla. She was elected by the GreaterBoca Raton

December became the

biology of the house finches nestingin the campus'

Paul Knoll '80 obtained his certification from Grand

Chamber of Commerce

County. Mich., filling a new positionauthorizedby the

gothiclanterns.Because

Rapids JuniorCollege and

county's board of commissioners in April of 1990.

weather and biology has been gathered in the United

Tom

States, the project

the
the

fourth

judge in St. Joseph

Davelaar '72 was featuredin the Jan. 25 issue of

Grand Rapids (Mich.)Press as assistant coach for
Hope College Men's BasketballTeam. He also

coaches the eighthgrade girls' team for the Zeeland
PublicSchools.
Russ Kiefer '72 of Westerville.
Ohio, was named corporatesalesman of the year-1990 for the Continental
Office in Columbus. Ohio.
Paula Nichols '72 of Pittsburgh, Pa., will be listed in
1991-92 edition of Marquis' Who's Who in
Religion.
the

PhyllisKleder '73

Hooyman of

director of financial aid at
elected

Holland. Mich.,

Hope College,has been
the

Wellesley College

little

data

connecting

pastorswho submit proposalsfor creative pro-

is

now

a

C.O.T.A. in occu-

teacherof Westwood ReformedChurch in a service

Gretchen VanderKlipp "76 Schleicher of Rochester.
Mich., is an analyst with TIT Corporation.
Sandy Wade '77 Henion and husband David in
February started a new ministryin Wichita, Kan., tentatively named "New Life Community Church."
Richard Nolen-Hoeksema '77 has receiveda
three-year,$750,000 researchgrant from the Gas
Research Institute to continue his work on porosityand

conducted by Lloyd

Muskegon Community College.
Kevin Muiderman'85 is in a residencyat Providence

use in petroleum geology.

Craig VanZanten '77 has opened and
first

continentalEuropean office

managingthe
for Tullett and Tokyo
is

J.

Press,

Dan Marczuk

presidentof the

Muskegon (Mich.)Classisof the RCA.
Suzanne Galer '81 directedthe Sam Houston State
UniversityOpera Workshop'sproduction of “The
Magic Flute"by W.A. Mozart. Assistantprofessorof
voice and director of the Workshop,she also portrayed
the Queen of the Night during the production.
Tracy Larsen '81 of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
recentlyelectted a partner in the law firm of Warner
Norcross & Judd.
Karen Puschel '81 is a visiting fellow at the Jaffee
Center for Strategic Studiesat Tel Aviv Universityin

headed out

into the

world to

is

in the

of us to serve

State

has been a special place in

heart

— from

student

days to my involvement with the College in years since.
I’m making a special gift

Alumni Fund in

reunion year — in
appreciationfor what

this

her

Family Dental Center.
Michael Schipper '85 has been assignedto the Civil
Divisionin the United States Attorney'sOffice for the
Western Michigan Division.
Tina Spencer'85 VanOss is pursuingas an artista
commissionfrom First Michigan Banks of Holland,
Mich., to do paintingsof several of their small-town
banks. The paintingswill be hung in the banks'
’86 has

taken a post as senior research

Heidi Bussies ’86 of Holland. Mich., is an assistant
branch manager at FMB-FirstMichigan Bank in Grand

Mich., is an assistant pro-

financeand business economics in the

Wayne

UniversitySchool of Business

Amy Herrington’86 Muidermanis a

graduate

studentat the Universityof Michigan in Chinese language studies.

Laura Sanders’86 Myers of Columbia
’82 in

February had an exhibitionof

helps her

paintingsfeaturedat the First State Bank of Taos.

City. Ind..

husband with his pastorale. Blue River

Church of the Brethren.

N.M.

Carol Bast ’86 Tyler of Nashua, N.H.. who has been

Cheryl Schemper ’82 Ramey receivedthe 1990

working on the editorial staff of the Appalachian

"Outstanding Resource Specialist" award from the San

Mountain Club of Boston. Mass., has recently been

Joaquin Chapter of the Council for Exceptional

named publisherof

Children (C.E.C.).She

and conservationjournal. Appalachia.

ist

for

the

is

currently a

resourcespecial-

Ripona School in Ripon, Calif.

David Rhem

’82 of

Muskegon,Mich., is the

chair

of

AlternateDispute Resolution Subcommittee of the

ABA

Litigation

Section'sEmployment and Labor

the

organization's
mountaineering

Minako Yoshikawa ’86 has been transferred to the
London office of Morgan Stanleyfor a two-year
assignment.

Amy Sandgren ’87

Plasterof Washington. D.C., is

me.

Things

Please send yourAlumni

remember when ordering your

to

TRANSCRIPTS!

gift today.

Kathy Kolenko
’76

Linda Solak '85 Park is a dentist with Byron (Mich.)

Rapids,Mich.
’82 of Detroit,

HeatherMolnar

my

Hospitalin Southfield. Mich.

Rob Appell

Administration.

communities well.

works at AAA Michigan as a field

chemist for Dow Chemical in Midland, Mich.

accounting office of Coast Community College

Ted Bolema

our

’85

agent and also as an adjunctfaculty member with

lobbies.

writinga book on U.S.-Israeli
strategic

Laurie Arnold ’82 of Huntington Beach. Calif., works

Hope College equipped each

Fund

Teacher of the Month for

conditions.

fessor of

to

as

sales

District.

Hope means

year

Steven Smallegan'80 was installed as pastorand

model for predicting

teach, raise a family, start a business, and the like.

to the

in her sixth

Dec. 1990 for her outstandingwork as an elementary

cooperation.

Hope

is

teachingat Spanish River ChristianSchool in Boca

changes in animal populationsunder globalwarming

a

Israel, and

“Just yesterday” our class

PatriciaJohnson '83 VanderKooy
of

school teacher and as director of the Student Council.

tive

College

RCA

pationaltherapyat Health Care at Home in
Stevensville.
Mich.

may serve as

permeabilityof Natural FractureSystems for quantita-

by the membershipof the College Board's

MidwestRegional Assemblyto serve on

of the

•

Balkema

A signed, written request is necessaryto release your transcript. In order to
make sure we honor only the requests for YOUR transcript,we cannot accept
telephone requests.

•
•

Payment

Once

for the transcript(s)must

the request

is

accompany your request.

received (along with your payment), the transcriptwill

leave the Registrar's Office within 48 hours.

•

Past due accounts or loan defaults prohibit the release of transcripts.The

BusinessOffice

is

the place to resolve such matters before your transcriptcan

be released.

•

FAX

requests are honored but must be followed up immediately with the origi-

nal letter and payment. Transcripts will not be faxed.

•

The charge for transcripts: For alumni, the charge for the first copy is S3 (additional copies requested at the same time are supplied at S .50 for each
1

additional transcript).
For more information or requests, please write:

Registrar'sOffice
Hope College
137 East 12th Street
Holland, MI

49423
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FAX

# (616)

394-7922

THIRTEEN

currently

food PAC administratorfor Food Marketing

Institute and a

part-timestudentat American

Randall R. Smith ’85 and ChristinaM. Lillie, Dec.

University-Washington College of Law.
Elizabeth Sands ’87 of Fishkill, N.Y.. has been
working at IBM East Fishkill for three years. She is
editor-in-chief
of their newsletterMLC Ps & Qs, which
had

debut issue in February,and

its

their new

is

also

working on

product line. “Still single, but my ’children'

includea horse, cat and ferret." she writes.

Roger TenClay ’87
neer in radar

Albuquerque, N.M.,

of

is

an

engi-

Rachael Ann, Dec. 15, 1989.

30, 1990.

Paul, March 22, 1991.

Holland, Mich.
JeffreyVisscher '88 and

Aug.

Chicago. 111., is attendingthe
is

is

a

firm of

Barnes and Thornburg in

South Bend. Ind.,

its

a position as sports writer for the

South Lyon Herald.

is

Neil ’81 and Vanessa Knutsen, Margaret Erika.
25, 1990.
'80

is branch manager of the
Saugatuck, Mich., office of CitizensTrust and Savings

Bank. He joined the bank

in

May of 1988

Feb. 1, 1991.
Scott and Roberta Hoover 'll Weathers, John
Morgan, April 22, 1990.

Elizabeth,Dec. 25, 1990.

advanced degrees
Rob Appell

31, 1991.
James and JenniferThompson ’89 McGuffin,

'86,

doctorate,organic chemistry.

Universityof Chicago.
Laura Black ’88. master of arts,clinical psychology.
Sharon Carnahan’79, doctorate,psychology.
Universityof North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Annette Siderius’52 DeWolf,doctorateof educa-

releaseand discharge in June of 1945.
worked for many years for General Foods,

Phil

1978. He maintained an active interest in
meetings and the VFW during his retirement

years.
He was also a library volunteer,bringingbooks to
shut-insand patients in nursinghomes. For three
years he was active as a literary volunteer,teaching
English to Hispanics,and until his death maintained
severalfriendshipswith those he had tutored.
Phil

is

survived by his wife. Jean: two sons, Steven

and Russell, and their wives; four grandsons: and a
sister,Doris, and her husband.

as a credit

For the past
three years,

program which aims to

peace through understandingamong people every-

I

have represented

where. Shelley will start the tour with five weeks of
July,

1944 he began a second tour of duty, with the 2nd
Armored Division in Germany,which led to his
capture by German forces on Good Friday of 1945 and

retiring in

accepted to participate in Up With People, the interna-

staging

duty in the United States in late 1943, he and Jean
Bixby were married in November. In December of

his

Shelley Strobel ’88 of Traverse City, Mich., has been

build

Wildgen, Brittany

Caroline,July 18, 1990.

commercial loan department.

tional, educationaland cultural

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, in the Coast Artillery,
Pacific Theater on New Caledonia. During a return to

and Lucy Eberhard '78 Kolean, Michael

Jan.

James Rafferty ’88

After graduating from Hope he served in the armed
beginning Dec. 10. 1941. three days after the

forces,

Thomas ’82 and Tere Van Mouwerik, Troy
Thomas, Oct. 3, 1990.

'76

PhillipsAbell ’39 of Ossining,N.Y., died on
15. 1990. He was 73.

Monday, Jan.

ex-POW

Steve and Sue Kuyers ’83 Ledvina, Scott Thomas.

guest servicesfor a hotel/condominium

J.

Aug. 23. 1990.

James ’80 and Nancy Van Heest, Alexandra

1990.

April 25, 1990.

complex in Vail, Colo.

analyst in the

Charles ’84 and Kim Eberhard, Robert Charles.Feb.

Michael and Renata Smart '80 Krish, John Stewart,

both front desk manager and

deaths

Kevin ’83 and Shelley Vonk ’86 Toren, Andrea

David ’86 and Jane Northuis ’85 Wright, Lauren

Dec. 10, 1990.
19,

Manoa, Honolulu.

Robert and Susanne Gilmer ’80 Stibolt, Robert

James ’76 and Carol Cook

Joseph and Joyce Drolen ’72 Budge, Erica Lynn,

Dan

and anticipates graduatingin the spring of 1992.
director of

Don and Sandi Balducci ’75 Dostal,Darcie Jean,

Houghton, April 30, 1990.

Universityof Michigan Medical School

Gretel Johnson ’88

Catherine Elizabeth,Nov. 19, 1990.

Sept.

Jon Hop ’88 of Ann Arbor. Mich., is a third-year
student at the

at

Paul ’83 and Karalyn Voorhorst. Rachel Augusta.

July 17, 1990.

attorney.

Todd Fortner ’88 is pursuing a joint M.I.M./M.B.A.
from the American Graduate School of International
Management and Arizona State Universityin Phoenix.
Ben Hanneman '88, who for the past year and a half
was a reporter for the Hamtramck Citizen, has accepted

informationstudies, Dec., 1990, Universityof Hawaii

and Nancy MacArthur’82 Smith, Carl

Christine,Feb. 28, 1991.

Jeffreyand Catherine Christian ’81 Bonner,

law

Peter

Christine.

Pease award for her contributionsto
at the

David '91 and Debra Renner ‘89 Smith, Andrew

Kevin Muiderman ’85, MD, Wayne State Medical
School,June, 1990.
Susan Louise Widmer ’86, master of library and

Davis, Oct. 3, 1990.

births

office, and after graduationshe will return to the firm as
a full-time

Westgate, Sept. 15,

Zylstraand JUlie Parker '90, Oct. 20, 1990.

managing editor of the

Journal Last summer Janilynworked

the

Amy

1990. Holland, Mich.

Ohio Slate Law Journal,and recentlywon the Vorys,
Slater, Semour and

Jim and Gretchen VanderKlipp’76 Schleicher.

1990, Universityof Rochester.
Michael Kossen ’88, Dec., 1990, Universityof
Denver College of Law.

MacArthurSmith, Dec. 22, 1990.

law

finishing her final year of

school at Ohio State.She

18,

Jeffrey

Northwestern UniversitySchool of Law.
Janilyn Brouwer ’88

1990, tv. jnroe,Mich.
Zachary Thomson ’90 and Janis Rudnick '88, June

Michael Wiersma '87 and Barbara Trammell,

Sandia-National Labs.
’88 of

Dec. 28, 1990.

G. Philip Tyler and Carol Bast ’86, July 21, 1990,

tion, curriculum.May,

David ’82 and Lori Fox ’81 Rhem, Mark David,

29, 1990.
Kai Stegenga ’80 and Priscilla Wellborn, Dec. 28,

1990, Muskegon, Mich.

researchand development at

Mark Bradley

Samuel Adam, Feb. 13, 1991.

1990, Washington,D.C.

and orientation in Tucson, Ariz., beginning in

my grandfather

and will then travel for 10 months with a cast of

more than 100 from as many as 18 different countries.
She

is

ships

raising her

as the 'class

program fee through local sponsor-

and fund-raisingactivities.

representative' for
the classes

Donna Berkey ’89 is a first-year medical studentat
Wayne State School of Medicine in Detroit. Mich.
Kristen Boyd '89 of Blissfield, Mich., in May will have
completed a master of arts degree in collegestudent personnel at Bowling Green State Universityin Ohio.

Susan Norman ’89

of

1916-23. I

Western Springs,111., is a

corporateart consultantat Nixon Art Associatesin

how much Hope College meant

Chicago, 111.

Tim Peterson
School and
ball

is

’89

the

teachesat Holton (Mich.) High

(he served as class
rep for seven years), so I am
happy to carry on his role in
asking for support.

90s
Kimberly Carleen

’90 of

Wheaton,

Mpine Qakisa ’90

is

a

(111.)

111., is

a

registered

H

Hospital.

graduate studentin journalism at

Universityof Michigan.

the

Marian Stryker

’90 of

Farmington Hills, Mich., has

taken a position with ElectronicData Systems Inc.
(EDS) as

a

Jennifer Thompson ’89 McGuffin
daughter of Norman ’53 and Marcia Veldman ’56 Thompson
granddaughter of Harold ’21 and Pearl Paalman ’24 Veldman
great-granddaughterof the Rev. Henry J. Veldman, Prep 1892

customer assistance representative
at the

Chevrolet Customer AssistanceCenter in Troy, Mich.
“I

Grandpa

to

Montague Schools’ freshman basket-

coach.

nurse on the staff of Evanston

know

enjoy the position and working for EDS quite

a

bit.”

she notes.

Bryan Whitmore ’90 of Okemos, Mich., is working for
the TLC group in Zeeland, Mich. He is presentlyin a
sales managementtraining program.

marriages
Kenneth Atkinson and Bridget Knittel ’83, Aug.

Class representatives are a part
1,

1

1990.

carry on the rich tradition of

of

the team that helps

Hope College.

. .

and assure

James Breyfogle ’90 and Mary Massey ’90, 1990,

its

Holland,Mich.
Jon Dezelsky ’87 and WhitneyWalpole. Traverse
City,

Mich.

bright future. They

to the

Marty Folk and Deborah Banning ’89, April 21.

Alumni Fund

know the importance of
in

all gifts

providing scholarships and

1990, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Brad Frazier and Denise Vander Steeg '85. Aug. 18,

grants, supporting faculty

1990.

and

staff

development,

John Henshaw and Nancy Weller ’85. Oct. 27, 1990,

and maintaining the finest facilities.

Holland, Mich.

Mark Hilal ’85 and Michelle Miller, Sept. 1, 1990.
Albion, Mich.
Bradley Keller and Lauren Walker ’89. Oct. 13.
1990, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Brad Kokmeyer ’88 and Audra Gehringer,Oct. 27,

423
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1990, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Carl Kutsche and Dawn Newhouse ’86. Oct. 13,
1990, Holland, Mich.

ALUMNI

Donald Milanowski and Linda Oegema ’83, Jan. 12.
1991.
Kevin Muiderman ’85 and

Amy

Herrington ’86,

May

1990, China.
Craig Myers and Laura Sanders ’86. Dec. 29, 1990.

12.

Ashland, Ohio.
William Plaster and

FOGRTEEN

Amy Sandgren ’87. Aug.

1

Be

part of the team.
Please give today.

FUND

a

‘.Ridi

‘Heritage * ‘Bright Juture

1.
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Word has been receivedof the death of Annette
McCilvra ‘33 Ainslie of Sioux City. Iowa, who died on
Tuesday. Sept. 25. 1990. Additionalinformationwill
appear in a future issue of news from Hope College.
Nelson Clark ‘26 of Jensen Beach. Fla., died on
Thursday. March 21, 1991. at his home. He was 86.
Bom in Holland.Mich., he had been a resident of
Jensen Beach for 13 years. Prior to his retirement, he
was a medical doctor in Holland for 50 years.
In additionto Hope, he was a graduateof the
Universityof Michigan Medical School. He was a

member of the American Medical Association.American
Academy of Family Physiciansand the Ottawa County
Medical Association.
His memberships also includedthe Martin County
Radio Club. Quarter Century Wireless Association.
American Radio Relay League and the Waterway
CruisingRadio Net.
He served with the U.S. Army during World War II.
Surviving are his wife. Helen Lee Clark:his children.
James Clark of Germany.ChristopherRaphael of
Chicago. III., Susan Landwehrof Boulder, Colo., Dr.
Bonnie Raphael of Bronx. N.Y.. and Nanalee
Raphael-Schirmer of Champaign,III.; four grandchildren; a sister.Marie Jager of Grand Haven. Mich.; and a
sister-in-law. June Clark of Spokane, Wash.

Margaret Anderson ‘26 DePree of Holland,Mich.,
on Friday, March 15. 1991. in Holland Community

died

Hospital.She was 85.
She was in the SorosisSocietyat Hope, and earned
degree in education.
She taughtin Alma, Mich., prior to her marriage to
Kenneth V. DePree in 1929. They moved to the Holland

her

where she taught at Lincoln Elementary School
from 1955 to 1970.
A past president of the Woman's Literary Club, she
was also secretary of the Holland PublicSchool Board of
area,

Education and was a member of the Herrick Public
LibraryBoard. She receivedrecognitionfor her volunteer work from Resthaven Patrons Inc. in 1987.
She served as past secretary for the Century Club, and
was a member of the AmericanAssociationof
UniversityWomen and of Hope Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Kenneth
1957.
Surviving are her children. Kenneth R. and Barbara
DePree of die DominicanRepublic,Tom and Deanna
V., in

DePree of Holland. Raymond and Suzanne DePree
Edwards of Whately, Mass., James and Lilly DePree of
Northbrook, III.; nine grandchildren;
a sister,Marian
Strykerof Holland;and a brother, Arthur Anderson of
Kansas, Ohio.

John M. Flikkema ’22 of Cromwell, Conn., died on
Tuesday, July 24, 1990.
Bom Dec. 8. 1897 in Fulton. III., to Albertand
Gretrude Flikkema, he graduated from Morrison,
Whiteside County IllinoisHigh School. He attended
Hope

one year before joining the U.S. Navy to serve
his country during World War I, and once his tour of
duty was completed he relumed to Hope and earned his
B.A. degree.
for

O

/

1 ^

?
E*-

*

He was awarded a graduate assistamshipfrom Ohio
University,where he receiveda master of science
degree in industrial chemistry.
John was in the Marketing Divisionof Taylor Instrument Companiesof Rochester.N.Y., for 34 years. As a
member of the divisionhe sold instrumentsfor the
recordingand controlling of temperature,pressure, rate
State

flow and liquid level to oil companies, chemical
plants, textile mills, makers of rubber tires and other
companies using temperaturein their process. His territories includedWestern Pennsylvania.West Virginia,
Southern Californiaand 28 years in the New York City
of

Area.
John married Ruth Hilgeneck of Elmore. Ohio, on
Dec. 23. 1937 in the First Methodist Church of
Cleveland,where they had met in the choir.After living
in New York City three years, they moved to Tarrytown,
N.Y.. living there for 31 years. While in Tarrytown,
John and Ruth were faithful members of the Reformed
Church in America, with John servingas an elder on the
consistoryof the church.
In 1971, he and Ruth moved to Cape Cod. where he
continued his interests in gardening,specializing in rose
culture.He was a member of Mid-Cape Men's Club,
and a faithful member of the PilgrimCongregational
Church and their choir.
After living 13 years on the Cape, the couple moved
to Covenant Village of Cromwellin 1984. Due to their
declininghealth, they then moved to Pilgrim Manor
PersonalCare Unit in Sept., 1989.

George Heeringa ’36 of Dunidin,

Fla., and

Holland, Mich., died on Monday, March 25, 1991, in
Morton Plant Hospital in Clearwater,Fla. He was 76.

Bom Aug. 17, 1914, in Grand Rapids, Mich., he was
a 1932 graduate of South High School, and attended
Grand Rapids Junior Collegefrom 1932-34,before
coming to Hope.
He he served as presidentof Hart & Cooley Inc., a
manufacturer of heating and cooling products,and later
as board chairman of furniture maker T rend way Corp.
He began working at Hart & Cooley two weeks after
graduating from Hope with a degree in business administration. His career with the company spanned 43
years, the last 25 as president.

In 1973, Heeringa purchasedthe fledgling
Trendway,a business run primarily by his sons James
and Donald. Nevertheless, as owner he served as

He served

three four-year terms on the Hope
College Board of Trustees. He was also on the board

West Michigan

Telecasters,Allied Thermal Corp., Challenge
Machinery, HEDCOR, MichiganManufacturers
Association, American Seating Co., Brooks Beverage
and Trend way Corp.
He was a member of Hope Reformed Church.
His wife, Lucile, precededhim in death in 1986.
Surviving are his children, James P. and Eileen
Heeringa, and Donald G. and Jodie Heeringa, all of
Holland; one grandson; a sister. BeatricePape of Grand
Rapids; and nieces and cousins.

•

He was bom on May 24. 1906. in Cedar Grove, Wis..
son of the late William and Debra Meengs Hyink. He
graduated from Memorial Academy in Cedar Grove, and
after earning his degree from Hope he receivedhis
master'sdegree from Marquette Universityin
Milwaukee, Wis.

He was chief of staff at Hackley Hospitalin
Muskegon, president of the Muskegon County Medical
Societyand a clinician for the Maricopa County Health
Department from 1971-76.

the

He taught at the Memorial Academy in Cedar Grove
and when the Academy closed he
became principal of Cedar Grove High School, a position he held for six years. From 1943-7 1 he taughtin
Kohler.
for eight years,

On June 29. 1933. he married Viola Huenink of Cedar
Grove. He was a member of Hope ReformedChurch, an
and a Sunday School teacher for many years, active
in the Boy Scouts Community Welfare Service, a basketball coach and a debate team coach.
Kenneth is survivedby his wife, Viola: a daughter
and son-in-law,Karen and the Rev. Ronald Lokhorst of
Gahanna, Ohio: two sons and daughter-in-law.
Paul and

elder

Judie Hyink, Harlan Hyink, of Grand Rapids. Mich.:
eight grandchildren:
and a great-grandson.He was preceded in death by his parents and an infant daughter.

Mary Lee Wilkinson '75 Ingersollof Belmont,
Mich., died on Friday. Feb. 8. 1991 at her home, following a seven-year battle with cancer. She was 37.
After graduatingfrom Hope with a biology major, she
worked for one year as an "activities therapist" at Orient
(Ohio) State Hospital.She then studiedphysicaltherapy
at the School of AlliedMedicine at Ohio State
University,from which she receivedher certification in
June of 1987.
Subsequently,she was employed as a physicaltheraGrand Rapids, Mich., area: at St. Mary's

pist in the

Hospital, Mary Freebed Rehabilitation
Hospital, Kent
County Hospitaland for the last number of years with
Lincoln School for the Handicapped in Grand Rapids.
She was also an active member of Bella Vista Church.

She is survived by her husband, David; her parents,
William and Leona Wilkinson; brothers, William W.
Wilkinson, G. Frederickand Darla Jean Wilkinson, and
their daughter Allison;R. Andrew Wilkinson. Charles H.
and Robyn G. Wilkinson; her grandmother, Miriam
Wilkinson; Parents-in-law,Robert E. and Pauline
Ingersoll; two brothers-in-law;
a sister-in-law;
nieces
and nephews; and her much-lovedhorse. Hickory

Ronald Gene Kaper ‘55 of Grand Junction.Colo.,
died at his home on Thursday, March 21 , 1991. He

Bom

1933, in Hamilton, Mich., he was
employed at CAPCO of Grand Junction as quality
assurance manager. During the 1970s, he owned and
Sept. 4,

operated the A & W in Gunnison, Colo.
He spent his childhood in Hamilton, and graduated
from Holland (Mich.) High School.

He served in the U.S. Army during the Korean conwas a corporalin the U.S. Army Reserves.
Surviving are his wife, Barbara J. Kaper of Grand
Junction;two sons, Tom Kaper of Grand Junction and
R. Jon Kaper of Port Morgan,Colo.; three daughters,
Pam Schreinerof Stratton. Colo.,Carol Ryhmer of
flict. He

Grand Rapids, Mich.; and

^

.a
-

I -

0

0'

four

grandchildren.

Henrietta Keizer ’25 of Holland, Mich., formerly of
Forest Grove, died on Friday, Jan. 5, 1990. She was 92.
For a few years before her death she lived at a
Hudsonville,Mich., rest home. She was a member of
First PresbyterianChurch in Holland.
A music teacherfor most of her life, she taughtin
Ohio and Indiana. Her last teachingjob
was in Palo Alto, Calif., where she taughtfor 30 years.
Illinois,Florida,

She served as a missionary in Japan for three years.
She was a member of the AmericanAssociationof
UniversityWomen in Palo Alto, a member of the San
FranciscoAlumni chapterof Sigma Alpha Iota, the
Music Teachers Associationof California, and a life

member

of the

National Congress of Parentsand

Teachers.
Paul B. Kragt ’58 of Grandvilie,Mich., died on
Thursday, March 7, 1991. He was 54.
He was president of Michigan Natural StorageCo.,

Hope College
Village

Square

locatedin a former gypsum mine used to house everything from copper to cashews, includingrecordsof Hope
College. An active supporterof the college, he was
chairman of the college's1990-91
Hudsonville/Grandville
Community Campaign.

Surviving are his wife, Ann: a daughter.Nancy
Hebert of Grand Haven, Mich.: two sons, Philip Meengs
of Sterling Heights.Mich.,and Stephen Meengs of
Bremerton. Wash.: two sisters.Gertrude Cushman of
Lexington.Mich.,and CatherineMichmerhuizen
of
Holland: and seven grandchildren.
Marjorie Van VVestenburg '38 Rens of Show Low.
on Wednesday.Jan. 2. 1991, after a two-year
bout with cancer.
Ariz.. died

She was bom on Dec. 23. 9 6. a daughterof the
Rev. Isaac '09 and Reka Van Westenburg.
1

1

After teachingin the Elementary School in Grand
Haven. Mich., she married Willard Rens ’37 of Alto.
Wis., on Aug. 1. 1939. and residedin that area until
1968. when they moved to Tucson. Ariz. Her life centered around church, familyand community.

She is survived by her husband. WillardSr., of Show
Low, Ariz.: children. Willard Rens Jr. '65 of Tucson,
Norma Rens '67 Greenfieldof Redlands.Calif., Edith
Rens '71 and Mark Rens of Show Low; seven grandchilone great-grandson;and a sister.VictoriaElliott of
Hudsonville.Mich.

dren;

Word

has

been receivedof the death of Daniel

Scheerens ’43 of Hastings,Mich., who died on Friday.
March 8. 1991. He was 75. Additionalinformationwill
appear in the June issue.
William Ten Haken ’17, formerlyof Oostburg. Wis..
on Friday, Feb. 8, 1991 at Greendale Health Care
Center in Sheboygan. Wis., where he had residedfor
more than four years. He was 99.
died

He was bom on July 15. 1891 in Holland. Mich., the
Henry and Hendrika Johanna Hofs

son of the late Jan

Ten Haken. He graduated from Cedar Grove Academy
in 1908, and followinghis graduationfrom Hope he
earned his master'sdegree from the Universityof
Wisconsin in Madison in 1924 and his law degree from
Marquette Universityin 1939.
During World War One he served as a first lieutenant
in the U.S. Army from 1917-19. On Aug. 17, 1927, in
he married Florence Dulmes '27 Ten Haken, who
preceded him in death on July 19, 1983.
He had been employedat Western Electric in New
York City from 1943^45, and taughtat Marquette
Universityin Milwaukeefor 30 years until his retirement
in August, 1961. He was then employedas the business
manager at Lakeland College from 1961-66.
He was a member of the First ReformedChurch in
Oostburg, the Hartman-LammersPost 286 of the American Legion in Oostburg and the Oostburg Kiwanis Club.
Survivors includehis daughter,Margaret Ten Haken
San Carlos, Calif.; six grandchildren;and 10
great-grandchildren.
In additionto his wife and parents,
'59 of

he was preceded in death by one daughter;Jean Dorothy
Heimlich, who died in August of 1981; three brothers;
and five sisters.

Harry Vcr Strate ’31 died on Jan. 12, 1991 at the
Mary Olin Clinic of Penney Farms, Fla., a clinic associated with the Penney Retirement Community in the same
town. He was 82.
Bom in Jenison,Mich., after graduatingfrom Hope he
attendedWestern TheologicalSeminary. After graduating from New Brunswick TheologicalSeminary in 1934,
he was ordained as a ReformedChurch minister, and
served for three years as an associate pastor of a congregationin Flushing,N.Y.
In 1937, he became pastor of the ReformedChurch in
Metuchen.When the church burned down in November

of 1948, he organized efforts to have a new church built.
The resulting Lake Avenue church was officially dedicated on Sept. 10, 1950. That year the Rev. Ver Strate
served as president of the Particular Synod of New
Jerseywithinthe ReformedChurch in America. The
synod is now known as the Particular Synod of the
also

Mid-Atlantic region.
He retired as pastor in 1973 and moved to the Penney
Retirement Community in Penney Farms.
He is survived by his wife, Margaret McCallum Ver
Strate; a son, Gary Ver Strate of AtlanticHighlands;a
daughter,Margaret Ver Strate Buckley of Rochester.
N.Y.: and two grandchildren.

He

is survived by his wife, Andrea; his son, Ronald;
stepmother,Edna Kragt;his mother-in-law,Fanny
Idema; his brother, Richard and Jackie Kragt;his

his

Wednesday

step-brothers.
Bob and Marilyn DeGroot, all of Grand
Rapids, Mich., and Loren and Joy DeGroot of Holland,
Mich.; his brothersand sisters-in-law,
Ken and Louise

June 26,1991

Idema of Grand Rapids,Norm and Evelyn Idema of
Tennessee, Walt and Pat Idema, Lorraine Dickerson,all
of Grand Rapids, Linda and Dick DeVos of Byron
Center,Mich.
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He served as an elder in CentralReformed Church of
Muskegon, and First United Presbyterian
Church of Sun
City. He was a member of the Kiwanis Club, and had
residedin Sun City since 1970.

Adell,

was 55.

Maui, Hawaii, and Kathryn Tyner of Colorado Springs,
Colo.; his father, John Kaper of Hamilton; two brothers, Jerry Kaper of Delta, Ohio, and Dale Kaper of

"

e

Corps from 1942—46. He was a major in the Army Air
Corps.

Smoke.

chairman of the board until his death.

of directorsof Old Kent Bank,

Kenneth J. Hyink '29 of Kohler.Wis„ died on
Tuesday. Jan. 29. 1991. at his home. He was 84.

sympathy to
The family of Gladys Lumbert. of Holland. Mich.,
who died on Thursday, March 7, 1991. She was 79.
A librarian, she was employed by Van Zoeren Library
at Hope for a number of years. She was a member of the
First United

Methodist Church, and of the Star of
Bethlehem No.40OES.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Charles,

Marvin Meengs '30 of Sun City. Ariz., died on
Thursday, Jan. 17, 1991. He was 82.
Bom in Holland,Mich., he was also a graduateof

and a brother. Alfred Morris.
Surviving are her children. Mrs. Charles (Sally)
Roberts of Grand Rapids.Mich., Ruth Lumbert of

Rush Medical College. He served as an intern in Harper
Hospitalof Detroit, Mich., in 1935. and served a residency at Cottage Hospitalin Grosse Pointe. Mich., in 1936.
He was a family practitioner in Muskegon.Mich..
from 1936-70, and served in the U.S. Army Medical

Holland and Robert Bain of Holland; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren;
three brothers. Russell
Morris of Port St. Lucy. Fla., Nelson Morris of Owasso.
Mich., and Roy Morris of Holland; and several nieces
and nephews.

FIFTEEN

Season sees national and conference championships
Hope College

teams had fans on
cheer
recently completed winter

athletic

the edge of their seats with plenty to

about during the
sports season.

Through

it all.

Hope maintained

its

slim

lead over Calvin College in the Michigan
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (M1AA)
All-Sports race. This honor goes to the
M1AA member college with the best cumulative finishesin the league’s 18 sports

during the school year.
After the fall sports season, Hope led the
All-Sports race by one point. That lead was

“expanded” to two points after the winter’s
competition.

Hope won

the All-Sports

award nine con-

secutive times during the 1980s, but Calvin
has captured it the last two years.
The winter season was not for the faint of
heart as Hope crowned MIAA champions in
men’s basketball and men’s swimming,
earned NCAA national rankings and
crowned a host of All-Americans.
The winter’s most amazing story came
swimming, where both the men’s and

women’s teams

in

finished among the nation’s

top 10. The Flying Dutchmen crowned a
national champion relay team and coach
John Patnott was honored by his peers as the
Division III national Coach-of-the-Year. A
total of 12 swimmers achieved All-America
designation.
Fans waited in line for more than

two

hours to gain admissionto a sold out
Holland Civic Center for exciting men’s basketballaction. And new bleachers had to be

added to the Dow Center to accommodate a
growing women’s basketball following.
In the end, there were many fond memories of exciting contests and outstanding

performances.Bring on

the spring!

The 800-yard freestyle relay team won its event at the NCAA Division 111 men's championships. Pictured with coach John Patnott
(back), who was named Division III national men's Coach-of-the-Year. are (from left to right, in the order they swam): Jeff Bannink.
Phil Sotok. Brad Genson and Jon Hescott. (Shaved heads are a competitive swimming tradition.)
Men’s Swimming Season Is
History’s Most Successful
All-American performancesin eight
events, including a national championship in
the 800-yard freestyle relay, highlighted the
most successful men’s swimming season in
Hope College history as the Flying

Dutchmen finished sixth

at the

NCAA

championshipsin Atlanta, Ga.
Adding to the accomplishmentsof the
Flying Dutchmen was the selectionof their
coach John Patnott as the Division III
national men’s Coach-of-the-Year by the
College Swimming Coaches Association.
Patnott started the Hope swimming
program in 1978 and has developed it
Division

III

into one of the nation's finest small college

programs. Both teams are annually competitive in the

Division

MIAA

III

NCAA

and at the

national championship meet.

Patnott has guided Hope teams to 3 confer1

ence championships— 10 by the

women and

three by the men. He has coached 45

All-Americans including national champions in 10 events.

Each
for the

of the eight athleteswho qualified

NCAA

men’s championshipsthis

year returned an All-American. Flying

Dutchmen advanced to

the finals in eight

events and there were Hope

swimmers in

the consolation finals of another four events.
Eight Hope records were improved at the
national championship meet.
It

marked the first time

that the

Hope

men

finished among the nation's top ten Division
III

teams.
The gold medal performanceof the

800-

Holland, Mich., and freshman Brad

Genson

Midland, Mich.
Hescott won the silver medal in the
100-yard freestyle(:45.73) and was fourth
in the 200-yard freestyle (1 :42.20).
Bannink won the bronze medal in the
200-yard freestylewith a third place finish
(1:42.18) and was eighth in the 1,650-yard

of

freestyle(16:1 1.95).
Both the 200-yard (1 :23.56) and

400-

yard freestylerelay (3:05.76) teams won the

9/oh

bronze medal with third place finishes.
Members of the 200-yard freestyle relay
team were Hescott. senior Matt Dahl of
Zeeland, Mich., Sotok and junior Chris

Von

400-yard
freestyle relay team was comprised of
Hescott. Sotok. Bannink and Von Ins.
The 400-yard medley relay team finished
eighth (3:32.45) with a team of Dahl, sophomore Brian Bollone of Grand Rapids, Mich..
(continued on page six)
Ins of Holland. Mich., while the

can^o Aormi cu/am

1926
1931

1936
1941
1946
1951

1956
1961

1966
1971

1976

yard freestylerelay team came in dramatic
fashion as the Flying Dutchmen dethroned
Kenyon, which had won the event 3 con1

secutive years.

SophomoreJon

Holland, Mich., entered the final leg of the
relay trailing by a body-length, closed the
gap during the first 100 yards and ended
with a victory over Kenyon by nearly a
second.
Joining Hescott on the championship
Senior Eric Elliott of HudsonviUe , Mich.,
was named a third-team All-Americanfor
the

< {/a/mil

WeeAeni/

Hescott of

relay were sophomore Jeff Bannink of
Holland, Mich., junior Phil Sotok of

'jAiaif'3-6
Alumni Weekend is a time to renew old
Mendships, make new ones and visit
the place where it all began.
See the schedule on page

4

second time.
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